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WALL DECOR

A bold new step for Design Team Fabrics
After some deliberation we at Design Team Fabrics decided that we cannot
be a serious fabric house without an outdoor range. Knowing that with the
South African outdoors the sky is the limit, our designers, in typical Design
Team Fabrics style, really did take it to the limits. No more boring outdoor. If
you want to spend time outside, why shouldn’t it be the most fabulous space
of the house.
Leaving behind our traditional cotton base cloth we moved the designs onto
a 100% Pan (dralon) base cloth to withstand the harsh SA outdoor conditions.
Added to that the use of digital printing has afforded the Designers an
opportunity to push the boundaries of colour and detail.
We designed two ranges: One to complement the varied coastline of Africa
and the other drawn from the inspiration of our wonderful bushveld.
The Coastal range consists of two large format fish designs. The Jewel Fish
inspired by Mozambique with its fine details and bright colours, and the
Carapou range with a more traditional fish design. These are backed up by the
smaller but equally cheerful and quirky Coral designs. A Scales design and
Wave design complement the range with an Art Nouveau look and feel. Even
the most basic of stripes has been given the Design Team makeover with the
Sea Grass design. The colourways have been designed to allow for a mix and
match throughout the range.

Just to round off the outdoor range we have moved some of the
old classics into the outdoor space. These include the Banana Leaf,
Plantation Black and some of the beautiful Protea Kirstenbosch
Range.

Also in the mix is the Sun Reflection. There is no way
to describe this piece of art, but this is what you get when
you give the Design Team designers carte blanche. Seeing
is believing.

The safari range comprises of the signature Serengeti range consisting of a wide format
design inspired by a bushveld scene which is also home to Larry the Lazy Leopard. The
small format designs consist of the Leopard design that only Design Team can pull off – A
Leopard Spot Blue and a Leopard Spot Pink. And then to prove that our feet are still firmly
planted on African soil, we have thrown in the Ilala Black and Ilana Ochre range of plainer
designs. The stripes get the Multi Thatch colour coordinated treatment.
Although the themes may be varied the colourways are
designed to work across the whole outdoor range. And
using imported fabrics from Europe with highly specififed
colour fasteners we are ready to tackle the harshest of
African conditions. Now is the time to make the Great
Outdoors great again.
www.designteamfabrics.co.za
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Bravo Brands acquires Nouwens Carpets to
sharpen home comfort offerings

A

s Bravo

Brands continues to evolve its
product offering, this acquisition is
one of the first steps for the multibrand home comfort house as it implements
an ambitious expansion strategy.
Bravo Brands, South Africa’s leading
home and lifestyle comfort house,
today announced that it has acquired
full ownership of Nouwens Carpets, a
renowned player in the South African
flooring market.
This transaction is incremental to
Bravo Brands’ portfolio of brands and
accelerates the growth strategy of the
newly rebranded home comfort company.
Nouwens Carpets, a proudly South
African company, traces its rich history
back to 1962 when Cornelis Nouwens
first set up a manufacturing plant in
Harrismith, from where it continued
to supply its tufted wool carpets
throughout the country. Challenging
recent economic circumstances led to
Nouwens Carpets going into business
rescue early in 2021. Dave Govender,
CEO of Bravo Brands, firmly believes

that by bringing the company into the
Bravo fold under its newly created Bravo
Flooring division, they can once again be
a leading manufacturer and distributor
of commercial and residential carpet
products, as well as the growing synthetic
turf market in the country.
In September this year, Bravo Brands
unveiled a new logo and corporate
identity as part of an extensive rebranding
initiative. The rename from Bravo Group
aligns with the company’s mission to
grow and acquire home comfort brands,
under one group. With more than 121
years of craftsmanship and heritage to
its name, Bravo Brands believes in the
importance of supporting and developing
local businesses, and emphasis is placed
on local manufacturing processes and
supply chain solutions.
Dave says, “Bravo Brands’ growth
path has enjoyed a steady upward
trajectory, even through the pandemic,
and has seen the business evolve from
furniture manufacturer to multiple
home comfort brand owner. For us, the

importance of crafting brands whilst
supporting local industry cannot be
overstated. The recent global supply chain
disruption has reiterated the need for
local manufacturing capabilities, and we
remain incredibly proud not only of our
South African heritage, but also of our
local manufacturing base”.
Andrew Dewar, Chairman of the board,
commented that the acquisition has
afforded Bravo the opportunity to not only
invest in the sustainability and growth of
the textile industry, but in Harrismith
itself through the preservation of jobs at
the factory at a time when unemployment
is at such unprecedented levels.
Bravo Brands has eight of South
Africa’s much-loved home comfort and
bedding brands under their roof: Sealy,
Slumberland, Edblo, and King Koil make
up the Sleep Division, while Alpine, La-ZBoy, Grafton Everest, and Gommagomma
are trusted household names in the
dw
Lounge Division.

ALBATROSS
Nylon Loop Arms
photo mike hall

Black Fabric
Seat Upholstery
Gas height adjuster

zen ... and the art of folding chairs ...

Swivel & tilt mechanism
with 1 position lock

introducing the origami chair - our take on a mid century classic
a folding chair from brushed 304 stainless steel tube
with solid beech wood arm rests
and waxed poly cotton canvas stitched by local saddle makers

5* black PC
steel base 600mm

• hope •
CAPE TOWN

traditional garden furniture
www.hopegf.com

www.chairexpress.co.za
Tel: 011 434 0444,
Email:Shantelle@chairexpress.co.za
44 Hulbert Rd Cnr Rosettenville Rd,
New Centre, Johannesburg
PO Box 39799, Booysens, 2016

136 lower main rd observatory, cape town 021 448 7485

- the chelsea courtyard 136 durban road , wynberg • sweden - kaseholms slott, tomelilla
o
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D-Neo Boho

Outstanding design
Duravit again acclaimed at the German Design Award 2022

T

Design Joburg
#DJC21 Summer roundup and #DJ22 announced

D

uring voting weekend, Design
Joburg Collective: Summer Edition
certainly pleased the people. As far
as Joburg’s dedicated décor and design fans
are concerned, we were clearly the winning
party! Democratise design!
The citywide “long weekend” exodus
didn’t stop Gautengers from coming out
to soak up all that the Summer Edition

had to offer. The new tri-district formula
didn’t disappoint either, and featured fresh
new collections; inspiring collaborations;
topical discussions; amplified showrooms;
and visionary décor, design and creativity.
It has been a challenging time for us all,
but the Media 10 team is also delighted
to announce the return of Design Joburg
next year. This will be held at our original
venue at the Sandton Convention Centre,
from 19 to 21 May 2022. This round will
see Design Joburg co-habiting with the
Hotel & Hospitality Show… we don’t
think you could ask for better roommates!
Given the success of #DJC21 and
#DJC21Summer, organisers are also
thrilled to reveal that the Collective aspect

of the showcase will be retained. In 2022,
Design Joburg Collective in Kramerville
and 44 Stanley (with further districts to
be announced) will run concurrently
with the Design Joburg exhibition at the
Convention Centre. Visitors can enjoy the
best of both worlds.
Media 10 expects this combined and
complementary formula to provide the
quintessential platform to stimulate and
inspire the local (and international) décor
and design industry, and its supporters.
The combination of #DJ22 and #DJC22
will result in a city-wide celebration of
dw
local and global design.
www.designjoburg.com

he jury of the German Design
Award 2022 has commended
Duravit for its outstanding product
and communication design. The bathroom
designer reaped the accolades “Winner” and
“Special Mention” in each of the categories
“Excellent Product Design - Bath and
Wellness” and “Excellent Communications
Design - Integrated Campaigns and
Advertising”.
White Tulip is the first full bathroom
created entirely by Philippe Starck. The
opulent product range was crowned
“Winner” at the German Design Award.
Every component is extraordinary and
exquisite, mirroring the organic silhouette
of a tulip in bloom and creating an almost
sculptural, delicate character.
The associated range of taps was also
awarded the title of “Winner”. The White
Tulip taps testify to extravagant attention
to detail. The consistent design element is
the handle that slants slightly outwards and
is extremely easy and pleasant to operate
thanks to its smoothly polished surface.
High-quality workmanship and utmost
perfectionism are apparent in the 160
narrow, vertically engraved stripes that give
the tap its particularly refined character.

D-Neo offers premium quality and
sophisticated design at an attractive entrylevel price. The extraordinary complete
bathroom range was Duravit’s second
innovation from 2021 to win three awards
– with an accolade as “Winner” for the
D-Neo taps plus a “Special Mention” for the
series as a whole, as well as the associated
communication campaign.
D-Neo will outlast short-lived trends
and is the perfect accompaniment to daily
life of any lifestyle in all its facets. The
first complete bathroom range by Belgian
designer Bertrand Lejoly is testament to his
extraordinary instinct for interior design.
Their sleek forms create the space into
which individual style can unfold, with
design elements that represent much more
than mere functionality.
Understated yet expressive - the taps
stand out thanks to their straight-lined,
geometric shape. The characteristically
narrow, vertically positioned handle is
standard throughout the entire range.
The diversity of D-Neo is also reflected
in the award-winning communication
campaign. Under the strapline “THIS IS
NEO”, the campaign showcases D-Neo in
four different styles and variants, in each

D-Neo
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White Tulip taps

case brought to life through authentic
everyday moments. Whether bohemian or
pop, on social media or in print – the D-Neo
campaign celebrates diversity.
Duravit also received a further “Special
Mention” for its News Magazine #13.
Duravit is renowned for sensuous
bathrooms with a quality you can feel.
The Duravit News Magazine makes sure
this feeling is communicated on the very
first contact with the brand. Over 100,000
copies are printed and refined every year,
the magazine’s classy feel helping to breathe
life into the editorial content. The News
Magazine gives dealers and end customers
in over 40 countries the opportunity to
immerse themselves in Duravit’s latest
bathrooms.
The German Design Award is a premium
award from the German Design Council,
a globally recognized design competition
with the objective of discovering,
introducing and acclaiming unique design
trends. Each year high-calibre submissions
in product and communication design are
recognised, each in its own way a pioneer in
dw
the international design landscape.
www.duravit.com

D-Neo Pop
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SlumberlandSA

slumberland_sa

Competition

TAKE A BEDCATION WITH SLUMBERLAND

Competition
Where would you choose to have your Bedcation?
Let us know via our social media in the comments and you could
stand a chance to win a Slumberland Moonlight Medium bed to
the value of R16 999.

Slumberland is the most comfortable place in the world, no matter where you are and no matter
the time of year. That is why Slumberland offers the best sleep, with a touch of luxury with all four
unique bed ranges available.

To enter follow these simple steps:

The Moonlight range is all about introducing beds so comfortable they make the night the best
part of your day, the Premium is about having beds that become legendary for comfort, support,
and absolute luxury. The Reflexion bed range offers perfect support with perfect sleep, and the
latest bed range EcoLux was designed to create the most economically sustainable bed, with a
whole lot of luxury.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Whether your plans for this festive season are to stay in the comfort of your own home with your
loved ones, to take a road trip across the country, or to go camping in the bush – you deserve to
sleep in comfort and luxury.

Scan the QR Code to go directly to our Facebook page
Find the #Bedcation posts
Follow the instructions laid out in the post copy
Keep an eye on our social media channels, as the
winner will be announced on 14 January 2022

If you ask anyone, the worst part about going on vacation would be, our response is simple: the
uncomfortable sleeping surface we can find ourselves on each night.
Slumberland knows that we’ve all experienced that incredible moment when we return home
from a long vacation and you’re able to have a good night’s sleep in our own bed. The definition
of the most comfortable place in the world is in a Slumberland bed, no matter where you decide
to go on vacation, it will be there for you as soon as you get back home.
Slumberland is giving away a Slumberland Moonlight Medium bed to the grand value of R16 999.
All you have to do is share with Slumberland where you wish you could take your Slumberland
bed if you were to go on vacation. Visit their social pages on Facebook and Instagram, share the
post and comment on where you would go!
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PG Bison 1.618
Education Initiative
2021 winners
announced

Z

ander Etienne Deysel, architecture
student at Nelson Mandela
University, has been announced
as the winner of the prestigious 2021 PG
Bison Education Initiative, winning a
cash prize of R50 000 (and R50 000 for his
lecturer too). Second place was scooped
by Ashleigh Bennett, interior design
student at IIE Vega, Durban, taking home
R25 000. After intense deliberation, the
2021 judging panel decided not to award
a third place this year, as despite the high
level of talent on display in the 10 finalists’
work, the judges felt that none of the
remaining eight submissions adequately
met each and every requirement of the
brief.
“Congratulations to Zander and
Ashleigh, as well as their lecturers,”
says Lian Markham, Communications

Manager at PG Bison. “We were very
impressed with their submissions, which
focused on creating a tourism-centered
solution for the Strand Street Quarry in
Cape Town. The judges felt that beyond
the design elements, the winning and
second-place entries also took into
account the unique cultural, historical
and community context of the site, which
was a critical part of the brief. We wish
them and the rest of the finalists welldeserved congratulations and all the best
for their budding careers in architecture
and interior design – we look forward
to seeing the work they will produce as
they enter the workplace. We hope this

competition has provided a showcase for
their skills and that it will unlock new
opportunities for each one of them.”
The winning entry
Deysel is thrilled at taking the win. “It
is the highest honour that I have received
up to this point and will help me to build
and develop my career in architecture,”
he enthuses. “In terms of the cash prize,
a certain amount will go towards helping
with my studies and the rest will be kept
for future use.”
His winning submission is called Four
Pillar Terminal – Revitalizing the Quarry.
“It is specifically designed to create social

spaces for human interaction, while still
incorporating the terminal aspect of the
building and the environment around it.
The local Bo-Kaap heritage is represented
by four large pillars, each colour coded in
a different colour. With beautiful views to
Table Mountain, Signal Hill, Lion’s Head,
and the ocean, this would be a building
for everyone to visit.”
Deysel says the hardest part of the
brief was not being from Cape Town,
which meant he was unable to physically
visit the site. “The hardest part of the
brief for me was designing a functional
building that was sensitive to its context
and integrated the local Bo-Kaap heritage
and community, but I believe my building
stands out because it acts as an extension to
the quarry cliff with a rooftop promenade
that allows for beautiful views all over
Cape Town. By doing this, the building
has minimal impact on the site and this
allows for the site to be landscaped and
social spaces to be created, revitalizing
the quarry, and maintaining its heritage.
Retail pods were also designed for the use
of the local Bo-Kaap community.”
Nelson Mandela University has enjoyed
many successes in the 1.618 Education
Initiative over the years, with architecture
lecturers Donald Flint and Barry Bradley
having assisted many of their students to
develop top submissions, including 2019
winner, Sanette de Villiers.
Starting with staples
Runner-up, Ashleigh Bennett, enjoys
learning how to use new technology, such
as modelling and rendering programs.
Her lecturer at IIE Vega Durban is
Carolanda du Toit.
For her entry, Bennett decided a 3D
model would be a good start. “I grabbed
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the most ideal objects closest to me –
staples – and began modelling,” she says.
“I quickly realised the meaning behind
staples: joining, connecting, binding and
healing. This was the perfect concept for
the brief. This concept inspired me to
create a space that connects the past with
the present, the locals with the tourists,
and brings people, as well as heritage
destinations, together. The goal was to
create a space that is an experience within
itself. This was done with experiential
draw cards such as Malay cuisine cooking
classes and Teppanyaki style restaurant
tables. Incorporating local Malay traders
and making use of colour, pattern and
a Cape Dutch architecture style in a
contemporary way merged the past
with the present. The building design is
reflective of the quarry site by making
use of raw stone to merge with the land.
My ideas centre around uplifting, healing
and breathing new life to Bo-Kaap, the
community and the heritage route.”
She says coming second is an honour
and she hopes to enjoy professional
exposure from the competition. She plans
to use her prize money either to invest
in further education, or as seed funding
for a start-up interior design firm that
offers user-centred design while taking
sustainability into consideration. “My
dream job would be working at an Interior,
design and architecture firm, being able
to participate in exciting projects and to
watch my own designs being created in real
life,” she says. “This will provide knowledge
and experience to be able to start my own
interior design company.”
The awards experience
While the 2020 edition of the PG Bison
1.618 Education Initiative had to move

online due to COVID-19, the 2021 edition
was a hybrid event. All the finalists were
brought to Johannesburg for the filming
of the awards ceremony, which was
streamed live so their families, friends,
lecturers and the PG Bison community
could be part of the experience. They
enjoyed hotel accommodation and a
celebratory dinner, as well as the chance
to meet one another, and key competition
representatives. Each finalist will also
receive a cash prize of R2 000.
The remaining eight finalists were:
•
Alexia Ausserhoffer from CAD4ALL
Institute of Applied Architecture
(interior design student)
•
Mikayla Louw from CAD4ALL
Institute of Applied Architecture
(interior design student)
•
Bianca de Villiers from Design Time
School of Interior Design (interior
design student)
•
Dewan Kemp from IIE Vega Cape
Town (interior design student)
•
Tasmin Fourie from IIE Vega Cape
Town (interior design student)
•
Ivan Bester from Nelson Mandela
University (architecture student)
•
Joshua Baynes from Nelson Mandela
University (architecture student)
•
Lucky Tsotetsi from University of
Johannesburg (architecture student)
“It was wonderful to meet all the
finalists in person,” says Markham.
“Every year, the location of the winning
institution becomes the location for the
next year’s brief, so we are already hard
at work on the 2022 brief, which will be
set in Gqerberha (Port Elizabeth). We
look forward to announcing the new brief
soon.”
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IID

Charrisse Johnston
Director

As the year draws to a close and we all look forward to the
holidays, I thought this a this is a good time to take a moment and
reflect on 2021and set some intentions for the year to come.
I am reminded daily how resilient the design community is and
how despite the many setbacks and the challenges we face, designers
can use their creativity and specific design skills to find solutions
that can make a positive contribution to our clients, the economy,

and our respective communities. I am honoured to be a part of this
community yet I am also reminded of the negative impact that our
designs can have on our environment and the power we as designers
hold to make a difference.
I wish everyone a peaceful and safe holiday, and that 2022 may
present opportunities for us to realise our best creative work yet.

Juliet Kavishe
Director

Charrisse Johnston
Director and Chairperson
As I write this, it’s almost Thanksgiving Day – an American
holiday that my Chinese family never made a big deal of when I
was growing up, but which resonates with me today more than ever.
We began this year still in shock, living in a world knocked
akilter by unimagined forces. As we near the end of 2021, many
of us have learned to adjust financially, emotionally, socially,
medically. It hasn’t been easy, but time and time again, we’ve seen

16
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South Africans rally with resilience and creativity.
Let’s close out this year with optimism. Let’s try our absolute
best to be kind to one another. And let’s focus on the good rather
than dwell on the negatives, because there really is so much to be
thankful for, if we look beyond ourselves.
Wishing you all the happiest of holidays and a joyful New Year!

As the year winds down, and we put up our Christmas lights, hang
baubles on trees and wreaths on doors, we reflect on how we started
2021 with a memory of 2020 and a hope that the year will be filled
with renewed possibilities. The IID strove to make concerted efforts
in creating opportunities to network and learn through successful
workshops, studio visits, inspiring lectures and an inspiring event
named “Art meets Design” that saw a ripple effect in the art industry
as more artists and galleries pivoted this idea acknowledging that
dialogue and platforms allow for creative expansion amongst
designers and artists.
The Launch of the Black Interior Design (BID) Forum was
a particular highlight, for it gave an immediate access for black

designers, decorators, and interior architects to not only see
themselves, but have their stories and concerns heard. It became a
launchpad for mentorship and student representation.
Looking towards 2022, one is filled courage. Courage to continue
to create safe spaces for conversation, mentorship, networking, and
opportunities for our members. In conclusion, the illustrious words
of the creative genius Virgil Abloh, ring loud and true
“Life is so short you can’t waste even a day subscribing to what
someone thinks you can do versus knowing what you can do”,
May we continue to have the courage serve each other in the
coming year.
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University of Technology, Lilhe Zubane, 3rd
year at Durban University of Technology,
Mikhaeel Dudan, 3rd year at Greenside
School of Design in Johannesburg, Adele
Agenbag, 2nd year at Nelson Mandela
University in Port Elizabeth and Janè
Heymans from Potchefstroom University.
These five students paid particular
attention to fulfilling the brief they chose
and excelled in their render work offering
us kitchens that show true potential for
a future in kitchen design. We will be
running the project again in 2022 and
look forward to engaging with even more
students this time, and helping them on
their journey to embracing kitchen design
as a future career.
We would like to remind everyone
that this time of year is a time when the
supply chain can become an issue. Stock
and material supplies have been an issue
for the kitchen industry since Covid,
and with the sudden influx of work
coming into the final quarter of the year,
it is something we are definitely seeing
again. We encourage all professionals and
consumers to be aware of this difficulty
and understand if some items can only
be sourced in the new year. It is common
practice for our industry to close from
15 December, with most of the industry
coming back on the 10 January. The KSA
will operate on a skeleton staff from 20-22
December, with our offices closing on the
22nd. We will then reopen with staggered
staffing from 5 January with the full team
being back at the office from 17 January.

KSA update

W

e were so pleased to celebrate
the last part of 2021 with an
industry professionals’ gala
dinner in Durban. This was the first
event we have been able to host in KZN
since the beginning of 2020, so to say
members were looking forward to getting
together was an understatement. KSA
KZN regional representative, Kerryn
Bailey, pulled out all the stops, organising
an Enchanted Evening themed dinner
with live music at the Elangeni Hotel in
Durban.
KSA members booked tables to
host their special clients and industry
professional guests.
Guests were
welcomed to the event in a wash of green
and sparkle finished off by a red carpet,
to enjoy candyfloss topped sparkling
wine sponsored by Grass. Charisse Gray,
KSA KZN’s regional chairperson, gave an
emotional speech about the challenges
the industry in KZN has faced, and the
strength of character shown by KSA
members and the industry, as they dealt
with the riots seen in the region earlier
this year. All the guests entered into the
spirit of things embracing the whimsical
theme, and after a delicious buffet dinner,
danced the night away. No sooner was
the evening over than Kerryn was being
asked when the next one would be. Our
thanks go out to the following members
for their support of the event: Sonae
Arauco, ProQuartz, Blum, Franke, PG
Bison, Stone Co, Interslab, Hansgrohe,
FIT, Neolith, and Grass ZA.
The KSA’s 2022 Consumer Guide is
well under way. This annual publication
that is released in both print and digital

18
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www.ksa.co.za
format has become a sought-after
guide for consumers and professionals
alike, and will be available later January
2022. In recent years we have invited
kitchen members of the KSA to submit
images of their work that fulfil a brief for
consideration as the cover image if the
brochure. This year we are very pleased
to have awarded the cover to Spotlight
Joinery in Cape Town. We asked them
to submit an image of a kitchen where
multiple materials had been showcased
capturing texture, tone and colour. Keep
an eye on the KSA website homepage in
January for a link to download the 2022
guide, or contact your local KSA offices
for a hard copy. The new edition will
feature articles on: ‘What to do before

your kitchen company gets to site’,
‘Timber countertops’, ‘Appliance advice
from the experts’, ‘Surviving a kitchen
revamp’, ‘The KSA’s sign-off checklist’,
‘Pimp my kitchen’, ‘Kitchen layouts’, ‘The
evolution of the pantry’, ‘What’s legal and
what’s not”.
We are happy to confirm that our 2021
kitchen project with the IID and various
tertiary institutions was a great success.
With multiple projects submitted, it has
been an honour for the KSA to work
through them and give feedback to these
future designers on how they have handled
designing a kitchen. We are hugely proud
to confirm that the following students
submitted the top five projects: CherieLee Cloete, 3rd year at Cape Peninsula
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Daphnee, Caesars Forum, Las Vegas
Photo credit: David Marquart

Daphnee, Caesars Forum, Las Vegas
Photo credit: Sory Sangaré

The myth of Daphne revisited and brought
to light by Pascale Girardin

Daphnee, Caesars Forum, Las Vegas
Photo credit: Sory Sangaré

Making of Daphnee, Caesars Forum, Las Vegas
Photo credit: Stephany Hildebrand

Daphnee, Caesars Forum, Las Vegas
Photo credit: David Marquart

Las Vegas, United States

T

he Caesars Forum Convention
Center is located in Las Vegas,
Nevada and spans five acres east
of the Las Vegas Strip. The LEED Goldcertified building’s architecture features
an extensive expanse of floorspace. Its two
ballrooms, for example, cover an area of
20,000 square metres.
KGA Architecture called upon Pascale
Girardin’s atelier, known internationally
for its creative contributions to the hotel
industry, in order to create a series of
artworks for the convention center’s
lobby, which reaches a height of 35 feet.
In response to the venue’s unique brand,
the laurel tree - symbol of immortality quickly asserted its evocative power in the
artist’s mind. With the natural light provided
by an abundance of windows, two giant
mobiles are now displaying their pristine,
sinuous and slender cups, reminiscent
of the Laurus nobilis (true laurel), whose
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evergreen foliage has been valued and
appreciated since Ancient Rome.
In addition to bringing movement,
suppleness, grace and lightness to the
linear architectural structure with which
the artwork interacts, the Montreal artist
and designer’s creations introduce the
gestural sensibility of organic forms.
The various elements, which gracefully
fluctuate in elevation, create a threedimensional pattern that lends a poetic
dimension to the space. They recall
the legend of how the nymph Daphne
(Greek Δάφνη, meaning “laurel”), was
transformed into a shrub to thwart the
attention of Apollo.
For this project, aluminum, a malleable
material, was a natural choice. As with
ceramic, this medium lends itself well to
pressing and allows for the expression of
a variety of forms. More than a thousand
leaves adorned with accents of gold leaf
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Daphnee, Caesars Forum, Las Vegas
Photo credit: Sory Sangaré

Preliminary drawing, Daphnee, Caesars Forum, Las Vegas
Photo credit: Pascale Girardin

Installation of Daphnee, Caesars Forum, Las Vegas
Photo credit: Sory Sangaré

Making of Daphnee, Caesars Forum, Las Vegas
Photo credit: Stephany Hildebrand

Making of Daphnee, Caesars Forum, Las Vegas
Photo credit: Stephany Hildebrand

were manufactured and assembled in
Montreal before being transported to
their final destination.
“It’s the sum of all the details that
together lead to the creation of a space
that is outside of time,” Pascale reminds
us. In addition to the artistic component,
the project has an elaborate set of
specifications. A team of experts with indepth technical knowledge worked behind
the scenes of the installations, which were
governed by strict transportation, export,
hanging and maintenance standards.
The result is Daphnee: a timeless
dw
appeal, a universal expression.
Technical sheet
•
The production and installation of
the artwork took approximately 9
months to complete
•
The installation was completed in
March 2020
•
Location: Caesars Forum Conference
Center, Las Vegas, NV, USA
•
There are 1290 elements in the
sculpture
•
Materials:
Aluminum
and
electrostatic coating
•
Some pieces feature 24-karat gold
leafing
www.atelier.pascalegirardin.
com/projects/caesars-forumdaphnee/?lang=en
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Yu in flood control. (Emperor YU Tamed
the Flood: Yu is the hero of flood control.
In ancient China, an overrunning flood
was mischievous, so Emperor Yu dredged
new river channels as outlets, guiding
water to the river, and from the river to
the sea. This not only prevented the flood
but contributed to the development of
agriculture.)
On the right, a historical stone
painting of Dunhuang and a wooden
conch sculpture with a mortise structure
are displayed. Each art installation
required a long time to make, therefore
also representing determination and
perseverance.
The designer used familiar traditional
elements in the form of abstracts, cracks,
and transformations in collages in indoor
elements, serving as a medium to guide
the viewer and to provide space to talk on
a spiritual level.
The wheel of time and space
The interactive sculpture “Sailing”
features a variety of ships. The track of
the long voyage, with changing winds and

Mountain and Sea Art Hall
Jizhou, Tianjin, China

C

hina is an ancient country that
attaches great importance to
dredging, and its source can
be traced back to the mythical story of
emperor YU’s taming of the flood. In
China, the modern dredging industry
originated in Tianjin. The project is
located in the key area of Jizhou, the
northernmost, most mountainous part of
Tianjin.
As the core exhibition place of the
real estate sales centre, the designer
transformed it into a different kind of art
hall, using the Chinese Oriental fairy tales
to deliver the spatial artistic concept.
Serendipper serves as a soft decoration
design for presenting the eastern
temperament.
In accordance with the square
architectural form of an inward courtyard,
the interior space is divided into the
enterprise exhibition hall, negotiation
area, sand table exhibition area, and
children’s activity area.
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Jingwei filled the sea
The highlight of the enterprise
exhibition hall lies in the sculpture
named ‘Blue Sea’, and the story behind it.
The inspiration for the design is derived
from a fairy tale: Jingwei Filled the Sea:
A little girl died in a shipwreck on the
Eastern Sea, and her spirit, transformed
into a beautiful bird, cried sadly in the
sound “jingwei, jingwei”. The bird hated
the sea so much that Jingwei decided to
fill it up. Every day, the brave little bird
kept carrying twigs and pebbles from the
mountain to the sea without rest. From
this fable comes the idiom “The bird
Jingwei trying to fill the sea”. Chinese
culture uses the reference to describe
people who are firm and indomitable,
stopping at nothing until they reach their
goal.
The experimental concept expresses the
designer’s ambition: the device body is a
blue sea bench, with a unified function
and form for viewers to sit; Around the

bench, we can see the blue and white
gradient, parabolic stacked “twigs and
pebbles” trying to fill the “East Sea”,
represented by the marble floor. The
device and the reflection complement
each other and become a complete picture
of “Jingwei fills the sea”. It is designed to
attract and maintain the attention of
visitors, who will stay and be captivated
by their surroundings.
Like the Kunpeng diving in the sea
In the centre of the lobby of the
negotiation area, the design inspiration
of the mechanical interactive art device,
“Future paddle”, is derived from ‘The
Kunpeng’ fairy tale, like a monster diving
in the sea, swimming in the chaos, and
thinking of truth. (The Kunpeng: A halfeagle, half-whale monster living in the
North Ocean. It is thousands of metres
long, changing shapes, flying high with
the wind, and with the capacity to cause
a tornado.)

The use of material language in the
space design is full of ingenuity. The
installation painting mimics layers of rock
at the edge of the sea, piled up like waves
in a storm.
In another art installation, a hanging
painting, the overlapping elements of fish
scales on the wall form a strong visual
impact in the space, creating a feeling of
people being like small fish swimming in
a river of time.
Emperor YU tamed the flood
On the pillars of the sand table
exhibition area, there is a small sculpture
which integrates a building and boat
called “The Growing Gem”. The small
volume symbolizes a cohesion of power.
Next to it is a micro landscape
installation, which is a short table
decorated with wheat to represent the
harvest. The 3D painting on the walls
simulates the shape of the mountains
and the sea, implying the geographical
changes of Jizhou’s terrain, forming the
famous standard strata section of the
middle and upper Paleozoic dynasties.
It is a tribute to the ancestors of Chinese
culture, and the achievements of emperor
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clouds and the fragments of time, provide
visitors with a three-dimensional picture
scroll to feel the magnificent writing of
The Times in the coordinates of time and
space.
From seating indoors, you also can
view the outdoor landscape of trees and
water, interacting with nature and feeling
the light refracted in the space and walls.
The crystal desktop and vase ornaments
of the mortise-tenon structure provide
more space for the imagination and add a
sense of flow and vitality.
In the children’s activity area, two giant
“time wheel” bookshelves on a wool
carpet symbolize the blue sky. The area
is specifically designed for children to
sit, play, and have fun in a child-friendly
atmosphere that makes them feel at ease
as they enjoy the moment.

In this case, colour, light, structure, art,
and other elements are used in fusion in
the space’s creation. Drawing upon the
myths of YU Tamed the Flood, Jingwei
Fills the Sea, and The Kunpeng, the spaces
are designed for people to walk, stop, and
communicate in, creating a dialogue with
the installation art in each space, and
feeling the beauty of time and space in the
form of the Mountain and Sea Art Hall.
Technical sheet
•
Project name: Mountain and Sea Art
Hall
•
Design
company:
Beijing
Serendipper Decoration Design
Group Co.
•
Design scope: Interior furnishings
and art devices design
•
Design principle: Don Lei

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

Design team: Duan Mingnan, Feng
Lili, Fan Yajuan
Project address: Tianjin, China
Project area: 1,240 square meters
Client: Tianjin Zhongjiao Xincheng
Construction and Development Co.,
Ltd
Client member: Yang Zhigang, Li
Bo, Yanghai, Luo Xu, Cai Hongye
Architectural Design: Shanghai
Tianhua Architectural Design Co.,
Ltd
Interior design: China Architectural
Design and Research Institute Co.,
Ltd
dw
Photographer: Sean
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Meetings & Events
by Stienie Greyling

S

o, what does 2021 look like in terms
of meetings and events?
In truth, no one is really sure. As
we move more into the last quarter of
2021, we might be in a situation where
Covid-19 is largely a thing of the past
and no longer influences trends, or we
might still be faced with social distancing
measures and restrictions. It is likely to be
a combination of the two. Of course, there
will also be trends that remain relevant
regardless of the Covid-19 situation next
year.
It is not a matter of if, but how, the
meetings and events industry will
continue to experiment and change in
2021 and beyond. The tough part is: there
is still a lot to learn.
The good news is that most companies
and businesses upgrade facilities and
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daily operation regularly to match health
regulations.
The industry is expressing optimism for
the first time since the pandemic began.
Once travel restrictions open it is
potentially true that business travel will
fully recover and maybe even be greater.
Hybrid events are likely to be a key event
trend of 2021. By adding a virtual element
to a traditional live event structure,

hybrid events allow small groups to take
part in face-to-face sessions, which are
then shared with larger audiences using
digital platforms. Attendees will be much
more selective about where they go, what
they do, and will be more likely to make
contact online.
Hybrid events will allow organisers to
appeal to those who want to attend in a
face-to-face capacity, as well as to those
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Window Treatments

who want to attend virtually, creating
events with a larger reach without
compromising on health and safety.
Live 360-degree video technology can
be used to connect remote audiences
and recreate the feeling of experiencing
a meeting and event first-hand. Apps
and interactive websites can be created
to allow followers to take part in the
event and events can be streamed via call
platform, such as ZOOM.
Don’t touch, rapidly becoming the
new standard in hospitality, contactless
technology rallied during the past few
months and will outlive the pandemic.
It has become the expectation of
planners and meeting guests to be
facilitated by smart phone capabilities at
check-in and checkout. From entering
the guest room to conference registration
and meeting agendas to conference
service to dining with virtual menus for
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ordering breakfast, lunch, dinner, drinks
or room service, contactless technology is
here to stay.
Meeting out of doors has been a growing
trend over the past few years. In 2021, it
is a necessity. Outdoor meeting and event
spaces are being created and reimagined
where they don’t exist: outdoor pavilions
and newly installed tented rooms.
The world around us has changed.
event planners and teams will need to

focus on reinventing how they connect
and engage with their communities.
We may never fully return to the way
we used to hold meetings and events, but
that presents an opportunity to embrace
our creativity, explore new ground and
look for new ways to make an impact.
As a result, we will start to see meetings
and events brought to life in a way we
would never have previously imagined. dw
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Window Treatments
by Stienie Greyling

B

est has many different definitions
and it ends up being different for
every room and home. Each room
has its own unique needs when it comes
to window treatments.
Interior design experts and trend
analysts see emerging colour trends
around soft neutrals, monochromatic
colour schemes and bright nature inspired
elements for 2021. Also a continued rise in
popularity for grey and grey tone shutters
including cooler and grey tinted natural
browns for wood window coverings.
Organic, natural materials are still
trendy. Woven wood shades in rattan or
bamboo create a textured, casual look.
Floral and botanical prints help bring life
to a room. Natural accents calm the mind
while curtain holdbacks keep natural light
streaming in.

Among today’s most popular window
treatments, matchstick blinds offer stylish
texture and add natural warmth. They are
easy to operate, look great when paired
with drapes and come in a variety of
weaves depending on the mount of light
control needed.
A stylish alternative to blinds, easy
to operate roller shades look and work
best mounted inside the window frame.

Similar to blinds, roller shades are often
accompanied by a second window
treatment like curtains for aesthetic
purposes and extra light control.
One of a favourite modern curtain
ideas is layering curtains over blinds or
shades for privacy. There are many types
of blinds and shades to choose from
including horizontal blinds, roller shades,
cellular shades and Roman shades.

Outdoor shades.
Outdoor shades are one of the favourite
2021 window treatment trends because
they extend the life of our outdoor spaces.
Bridge the gap between inside and outside
and create a comfortable enclosure with
retractable outdoor shades. With the right
outdoor shade selections a work from
home office enclosure can be created.
Motorisation and automation.
Smart
home
automation
and
motorisation are no longer on the horizon
for window treatments – they are already
here. There is a difference between
motorisation and automation. The former
refers to treatments that can be adjusted
with a motor system. The latter is much
more complex.
Automated window
treatments make use of a motorisation
system but adjust themselves on their own
or with the help of the home automation
system of choice, like Google or Alexa.
Tell the blinds to raise and lower
themselves and watch them follow your
directions or schedule them to open in
the morning and close in the evening.
Most popular window blinds and shades.
•
One of the most popular window
blinds, faux wood blinds are made to
look like real wood blinds.
•
Aluminium mini blinds are one of
the latest inexpensive window blinds
making them very popular.
•
Cellular shades are one of the best
dw
insulating blinds.
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4) The Green Trend
Consumers for both residential and
commercial projects are asking for the
green credentials of the products they
use. Consumers are invested in products
that are sustainable and friendly to the
environment.
The Sheerweave Roller Blind is
manufactured using Dow Ecolibrium
Bio-based plasticisers rather than fossil
fuel-based plasticisers. So not only does
the Sheerweave Roller Blind perform an
important function in controlling your
energy costs, but it also uses materials that
reduces your carbon footprint.
In 2022 we will launch the Carnival
and Carnival Blockout fabrics that utilise
yarns recycled from plastic bottles. This
will be our first fabric made available that
utilises 100% certified recycled yarns.

The Five 2021 Top
Blind and
Shutter Trends
Blind Designs
1) Work from Home
The work from home instruction
has had an influence on consumers’
purchasing patterns. With consumers
spending extended periods in their
homes, the homeowner seems to have
renewed energy for renovations and home
décor. This has included their blind and
shutter choices. With customers spending
large parts of the day in their homes, they
are coming to terms with the 24-hour
light control and privacy requirements
that their blinds provide.
We expect the trend to continue into
2022. We are doing several projects for
home offices. Traditionally consumers
would use their home office in the
evenings, but with the work from home
trend, consumers now require a window
covering that provides all day glare
and heat control. A lot of home offices
were previously makeshift temporary
solutions, but with homeowners now
having to spend months at a time at their
new workstations, they are investing
in making them stylish and functional
additions to their home.

4. The Green Trend

1. Work from Home
5. Motorisation

2) Bring the outside in, or is it the inside
out?
We have also seen a noticeable shift
in the demand for outdoor blinds and
external shutters. Outdoor blinds are
typically used on openings of covered
patios. With consumers spending
extended periods in their homes, they
have come to terms with the need for
sun and weather protection in areas
that they are using more often. The
Outdoor Blind has the benefit of being
more energy efficient, the principle is to
control your heat and solar gain before
it even enters the home, cutting down
on cooling costs.

3. Balancing your light

2. Bring the outside in

3) Balancing your light
We are seeing homes designed to
balance the correct amount of natural
light. This helps minimise the use of
artificial lighting during the day and cuts
down on energy costs. The Sheerweave
Roller Blind is a fantastic product to
achieve this. It is available in various
openness factors ranging form 1% open
to 10% open which allows you to select
the correct product for your window. For
example, a West facing window would
need a dense screen to control the glare
from the setting sun, while a south facing
window can have a very open screen to
maximise your view.

5. Motorisation

5) Motorisation
The new generation lithium-ion battery
motors make the motorisation of your
blind so much more accessible. No more
having to install plug points to motorise
your blind, simply install your blind as per
normal and you can expect to recharge
the motor once a year.
There is also the option to control
your blinds via smartphone, not only is
it convenient, but you can set your blinds
on timers or in groups, and can even raise
and lower your blinds according to the
dw
sunset and sunrise.
Paul O’Brien
Sales Director
www.blinddesigns.co.za
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Coulisse and Eve announce availability of
Eve MotionBlinds motors for early 2022
Making smart window coverings more accessible than ever

G

lobal window coverings specialist
Coulisse and smart home
specialist Eve Systems announced
that MotionBlinds, the smart technology
for window coverings by Coulisse, will
add Eve MotionBlinds motors with Apple
HomeKit technology starting from early
2022. Eve MotionBlinds are the first
motors on the market to support Thread,
drastically
simplifying
installation,
automation and control of motorized
blinds. Starting with roller blinds, Eve
MotionBlinds will be distributed through
a network of Coulisse resellers from
early 2022. Eve MotionBlinds motors for
curtains, Venetian blinds and cellular
shades will become available later.
Future-proof thanks to Thread
Because Eve MotionBlinds does not
require a proprietary bridge and supports
Bluetooth and Thread, setup is completely
intuitive: just scan the HomeKit setup
code with the iPhone’s camera. When
HomePod mini or the latest Apple TV
4K are present as border routers, Eve
MotionBlinds automatically join the fast
and reliable Thread network.
“With the integration of Thread,
Coulisse and Eve take a head start on
the connected home future that awaits
the blinds industry”, says Christiaan
Roetgering, owner and CEO of Coulisse.
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”By enabling installation, automation
and control directly on the iPhone, Eve
MotionBlinds are the perfect complement
to our fully integrated window coverings
offering.”
Jerome Gackel, CEO of Eve, adds: “Not
only is Thread the third native protocol
used by Apple HomeKit, complementing
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi, it will also be a
cornerstone of Matter, the smart home
standard of the future that is currently
being developed by Google, Amazon,
Apple and numerous IoT manufacturers.
Thread is sure to become the new standard
in low-power home networking. And as
every Thread-enabled Eve accessory can
support the Matter standard, our new Eve
MotionBlinds motors are a future-proof
choice for consumers.”
Eve MotionBlinds Benefits
Simplicity is the main driver behind
MotionBlinds, and blinds powered by
Eve MotionBlinds motors perfectly
exemplify this value. As they don’t need
a proprietary bridge and support both
Bluetooth and Thread, setup is super easy:
simply scan the HomeKit setup code with
your iOS device. If a Border Router is
present, which for HomeKit over Thread
is HomePod mini or the new Apple TV
4K, Eve MotionBlinds will join the Thread
network automatically.

Putting the blinds on autopilot is
effortless, thanks to on-device, networkindependent schedules that can be created
in the Eve app. And through HomeKit
Scenes and Rules, the blinds seamlessly
and securely interact with other HomeKit
accessories, like light bulbs, thermostats,
motion detectors and other sensor-based
accessories.
Just like any Eve accessory, Eve
MotionBlinds are designed to safeguard
user privacy. Instead of relying on the
cloud, like most applications, all data
and intelligence are stored locally on the
motor.
Availability & Requirements
Roller blinds powered by Eve
MotionBlinds motors will become
available from Coulisse resellers in early
2022. Eve MotionBlinds motors for
curtains, Venetian blinds and cellular
shades will become available later.
Eve MotionBlinds require an iPhone or
iPad with the latest version of iOS/iPadOS
14 or later. Controlling HomeKit-enabled
accessories automatically and away from
home requires a HomePod or an Apple
TV (4th generation or later) as a home
dw
hub.
www.motionblinds.com/eve
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Wall Decor
by Stienie Greyling
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R

aise your hand if you have art you
keep meaning to hang or a wall
that desperately needs a new coat
of paint or inspiring wallpaper.
Collecting art is a thrill. There is a lovely
sense of accomplishment in owning a
work of art one adores. People are much
more likely to look at framed paintings and
photographs up close on the staircase than
in the living or dining room where people
focus on entertaining and the conversation.
Spreading out on art gives our homes
new sight lines, new depth and dynamism
and of course, outrageously satisfying
colours. Colour plays such a huge role

in how we live within our homes. The
colours we thoughtfully select for walls
serves as the backdrop to everyday lives. A
simple paint shade can have an immense
effect on our emotions, happiness and
wellbeing. Getting the colour scheme
right has never been more key for creating
a contented happy home.
Thinking of giving walls, woodwork
and even ceilings a coat of fresh colour?
Herewith are the trending colours to
embrace for 2021 and into 2022:
‘Bright Skies’ has been chosen as the
Dulux Colour of the year 2022. The

shade of uplifting light blue offers a much
needed invigorating breath of fresh air
to homes. Consider using Bright Skies
in the living room in places where more
natural light is required. In small and
narrow spaces it will make them feel more
spacious.
There is also a move towards deep,
saturated shades, darker tones that create
a sense of intimacy and comfort. This
move to a warm feeling sees colours
such as blackened denim ‘Kigali’, mid
tone ‘BTWN Dog & Wolf ”. Deep and
warm ‘Muga’ charcoal toned blue ‘Squid
Ink’ tranquil ‘The Botanist’ and rich and
brownish red ‘Masai’ rising to the fore and
not only being embraced on walls, but on
ceilings and woodwork too.
As we move towards 2022 the desire for
warm, welcoming and optimistic shades
such as ‘Indian Yellow’ and ‘Giallo’ will be
present.
Going for full gloss finishes are perfect
for use in homes in 2022 and can be
introduced sparingly and in surprising
ways. On a door or kitchen unit it adds
a modern feel with a suitably vintage
flavour.
Painted ceilings, called the fifth wall,
2022 is set to be the year ceilings are
included in all paint ideas. ‘Bright Skies’
works perfectly on the ceiling and it
has the magical effect on the ceiling by
visually melting it away and connecting
with the sky itself.

Dulux’s Colour of the year 2021,
‘Brave Ground’ was carefully selected
to neutralise homes throughout 2021
and beyond. The paint experts at Dulux
have identified the warm and grounding
neutral shade as ‘the colour that will
enable people to draw upon the strength
of nature.’
Green is everywhere in interiors right
now. It is synonymous with nature and
calming qualities. All of the paint experts
are in agreement that homes will be
embracing green more than ever in 2022.
Olive green is a great colour for east facing
rooms. Cool beige with a faint green
undertone carries a calming, easy going,
earth quality.
Rich, deep amethyst is the key
wallpaper colour for 2021 and beyond.
The latest trends are focusing on using
wallpaper more liberally, choosing more
daring and bold prints. From traditional
florals and trompe l’oeil architectural
designs to contemporary geometrics and
tropical patterns, there is a style to suit all.
Much loved 80’s wallpaper borders
are back and with so many decorating
possibilities, they work wonders placed in
the centre of the wall displayed like a piece
of art or higher up as a scene to admire
whilst lying in bed or the bathtub.
Textured wallpaper is seeing a huge
comeback, whether it is sumptuous
upholstery or tactile soft furnishings,
lines need to be layered with texture.

Many fabric and wallpaper specialist are
working to combine two mediums. The
result are beautifully decorative surfaces
that are neither one nor the other, they
become a decoration in their own right.
dw
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Photo credit: Shutterstock/Philipp Shuruev

Introducing Wonderlust: An Artist’s Love
Letter To Nature
Photo credit: Feathr

Greater London, United Kingdom

F

eathr has collaborated with iconic
British brand, Wedgwood, and
multi-disciplinary artist, Claire
Luxton, to create an original artwork and
luxury wallpaper mural - ‘Wonderlust’
- inspired by six patterns introduced
to the Wedgwood Wonderlust teaware
collection.
Luxton
reimagined
the
new
Wedgwood patterns with a living
sculptural installation visualized in the
artist’s East Sussex studio. Using florals,
botanicals, taxidermy, and live animals,

Luxton created a multi dimensional
installation
involving
sculptural,
collage, photographic, and hand painted
techniques.
The finished three dimensional
sculpture was photographed in over thirty
different sections by Luxton, who then
digitally stitched the artwork together in
hundreds of layers before applying hand
finished details, including water droplets
and images of real life poison dart frogs.
Working with Luxton, Feathr has
adapted the artwork into a 6 x 3 metre

Photo credit: Claire Luxton/Wedgwood
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wall
mural,
available
exclusively
from Feathr.com. The Wonderlust by
Claire Luxton x Wedgwood faithfully
reproduces the exquisite detail of Luxton’s
original artwork, with the flora and fauna
captured in breathtaking sharpness.
Feathr works with a community of
internationally acclaimed contemporary
artists to design and produce bespoke
wallpapers and wall murals. The Feathr
team had worked with Claire Luxton
in the past, and introduced the artist to
Wedgwood as the ideal creative partner

Photo credit: Harper’s Bazaar UK

to reinterpret the Wonderlust design and
bring the patterns to life in an interior
space.
Wedgwood
is
renowned
for
collaborating with artists to create new
expressions of its iconic patterns, an
approach focused on reinvention that has
resulted in unexpected interpretations
and exciting contemporary visions of the
company’s classic and timeless designs.
Recent
Wedgwood
design
collaborations have included Japanese
ceramic artist and RCA alumni, Hitomi
Hosono, and leading UK product and
interior designer, Lee Broom. In the
1930s, the British landscape painter,
Eric Ravilious, became an ongoing
collaborator with Wedgwood, and in
the 1970s, Scottish sculptor and graphic
artist, Eduardo Paolozzi, created a limited
collection of six plates using modern
screen printing techniques.
Commenting on the partnership with
Wedgwood and Claire Luxton, Tom
Puukko, Founder of Feathr, says, “We
believe art is for everyone and that art
should be everywhere. The lush creativity
of the new Wedgwood Wonderlust
collection felt so ripe for taking into a
larger format like a wall mural, so we were
delighted when Wedgwood approached
us to bring the collection to life as a
wallcovering. Claire Luxton, whose work
so cleverly plays with the form and scale of
botanics, felt like the perfect artist to take

the Wonderlust designs on the journey
from tableware to wall mural. The final
artwork is something truly joyous; rich
in detail, filled with tropical texture, and
a siren call to explore and engage with the
natural world.”
Commenting on the collaboration,
Claire Luxton explains, “being able to
work with a brand that has such a rich
heritage was really thrilling to me, as
you’re building upon generations of craft
that is already established. The Golden
Parrot and Sapphire Garden prints just
popped out to me. They both became
crucial in the artwork I created, and I
was adamant that I was going to involve
the parrot in the final artwork and have
balance between the botanicals and the
animals.” Luxton adds “I’m just moved by
the way these two worlds have been able
to come together and reflect each other,
and I think we’ve created something truly
unique.”
The Wonderlust by Claire Luxton x
Wedgwood wall mural is available in two
colour options, Dawn Flight and Dusk
Flight.
The landscape format design is made
to order in bespoke sizes on 150gsm nonwoven wallcovering, along with materials
suitable for commercial installations. The
mural is available for worldwide delivery.
dw

www.feathr.com
Photo credit: Claire Luxton/Wedgwood
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Elite Deco Paints - Adding Texture to your World
Modern opulence in state of the art wall designs and finishes

W

elcome to a world of opulence
in wall paints where we seek
to create an inviting and
harmonious atmosphere, a place for one
to retreat to enjoy these homely comforts.
Transform the interior walls of your
home or office using Elite Deco paints
to the look and feel of wallpaper. Its
versatility of allowing your walls to be

transformed with a textured finish is both
appealing and eye-catching. This waterbased paint that is eco friendly also has a
perfume smell.
Elite Deco paints are proud to boast the
highest quality paint colours, using top
class ingredients in the manufacturing
process, to give the ultimate in wall
finishes. Using the most accomplished

blending techniques, we offer the
following ranges in the Elite Deco brand
of paints:

“Become the talk in your circle
of friends by becoming one of
the first to coat the walls of
your home using Elite Deco
paints, a paint of the future.”
Rawaa
A quick drying, eco-friendly interior
decorative wall paint that simulates a view
of rough sand hills. It is designed to give a
desert-like feel to the place and walls, and
turn the surroundings into paintings inspired
by the wonderful nature of the desert. It adds
warmth and cosiness to the room and can
be dispensed in any colour of your choice.
Available in 1 litre and 4 litre buckets.

Lazer
Indulge in this refined and prestigious
decorative finish suitable for interior
design, characterised by extraordinary
sparkling and gleaming precious crystals
which come from opaque pigmented
micro-areas, and which give natural
dark and light shades. Because of its
unique characteristics and versatility,
it can be used in elegant environments,
both classical and neo-classical style,
to modern places, in public places and
private dwellings. This is also available in
both 1 litre and 4 litre buckets.
Metallic
Metallic is a unique decorative
refinishing with pearled effect. It contains

special resins and pigments that renders
resistance and weather ability to the
product. The unnecessary and excessive
are stripped away: cool, clean lines are
balanced with softness and warmth in a
new generation of luxury paint. Available
in any colour of your choice in pastel or
darker shades in 1 litre and 4 litre buckets.
We offer both retail sales of the paint for
the DIY enthusiast, or you could contract
us to have the installation done by our
qualified personnel. The paint is available
dw
in 1 litre and 4 litre buckets.
Photos courtesy of Naledi Poswa
Photography by: Beyond Design

www.elitedecopaints.co.za

Utoshinto
An elegant, sophisticated finish for
interiors which produces a velvet effect
that is rich in shading and soft to the touch,
and suitable for both classical settings
and modern contexts. It allows the most
sophisticated decorative needs to be met,
according to the user’s imagination and
the application technique used. It can be
used to create an intimate surrounding.
Can be dispensed in a colour of your
choice in 1 and 4 litre buckets.
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Delta

Leopard

Tarzan

We are going Wild for Summer
Stuart Graham

A

nimal prints have long been

ubiquitous in the world of
fashion, but they are no stranger
to an interior designer’s bag of tricks
either. It’s a choice that requires courage;
animal print is no shrinking violet!
It adds a sense of adventure, diversity
and glamour to your interior in a way
that few other looks do. But it can also be
toned down to behave as nothing more
than an accent that, as soon as it’s noticed,
sings vibrancy and ‘va va voom’.
Our newest print collection Wild
Side, draws inspiration from the world
of luscious vegetation and wild animals,
evoking memories of places visited
and enticing us to feed our souls by
reconnecting with the wild.
The Wild Side collection boasts six wild
designs in beautiful, vibrant tones.
Delta is an oasis of abundant vegetation
and growth, Delta celebrates varied and
rich eco-systems.
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Entangle with its delicate line work
and water colour washes, depicts trailing
foliage and trumpet-shaped flowers.
Leopard, the epitome of masterful
camouflage, represents stealth and
strength with its stylish and softly textured
rosettes.
Tarzan showcases beautiful creatures
playing peek-a-boo in a forest of stylised
trees.
Thicket is a detailed, jungle-inspired
toile featuring wild creatures in a lush
habitat.
Zebu gives classic bold zebra stripes a
softened twist with textured shadows and
hair-like brushstrokes.
We hope you will be as inspired by this
Wild Side collection, as we are.
If you aren’t quite adventurous enough
to use animal print on your curtains,
upholstery or scatters, wallpapers are
a great way to bring the outdoors in!
Waving palms, tropical birds, leopards

and cheeky monkeys, from our new
collection Paradise, will take you straight
into the tropics and lush jungles. With
these beautiful, tropical prints you can
enjoy the wonders of the jungle without
having to worry about creepy tarantulas
or poisonous snakes.
So make yourself a cocktail and sit back
and relax in your own private Paradise.
dw

www.stuartgraham.co.za

BLACK & WHITE
with a splash of gold
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Sasi Wallpaper

S

asi Wallpaper is based in the heart
of design district of Kramerville
Sandton, and has proudly been
supplying wallpaper to the retail and
trade markets throughout South Africa
and across our borders for the past 12
years.
With its wide range of wallpaper
coupled with its printing abilities, there
is nothing you cannot find if you are
looking for a wall covering. From the
moment you walk through the doors you
are greeted by friendly staff with sound
technical and decorating experience. The
business is owner run by Samantha Nortje
and Taryn Kirby, who have developed
strong relationships with decorators and
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designers to assist clients who need a
home or corporate consultation.
Clients bring pictures of their homes
and dreams of making their space come to
life. Wallpaper instantly changes a room’s
ambiance and style with the least amount
of effort.
Another option is the endless offers
within Sasi Wallpaper’s local mural range.
A mural is a design or picture that does
not repeat its pattern. Murals add interest
and colour to walls that would otherwise
go unnoticed.
Sasi Wallpaper assists with the entire
process of selecting wallpaper to the final
installation. With their teams of experts,
the journey is completed quickly and

without stress, knowing you have experts
to assist you. SASI stocks wallpaper so you
can select a design and have it up on your
walls within days.
The team at Sasi Wallpaper keeps up to
date with trends and styles. The wonderful
thing with wallpaper and murals is nothing
is out of date, so whether you fancy a classic
damask or stripe, a waterfall or forest, or
something as simple as a linen texture, Sasi
Wallpaper has you covered.
For some inspiration follow the team on
Instagram, Facebook and or their website.
Alternatively, pop into the showroom in
dw
Kramerville.

Dulux’s Colour of
the Year 2022
A breath of fresh air

D

ulux has revealed the Colour of
the Year 2022, an airy, light blue
that’s fresh, open, and good for

the soul.
The colour is called Bright Skies™,
which reflects the limitless skies around
us, it brings a hint of the natural world
inside and can breathe new life into any
space.

After a spell of feeling shut in, people
are craving expansion: the great outdoors,
the open air, a sweep of limitless sky – a
feeling of release and revitalisation with a
breath of fresh air.
Extensive global trend research
conducted by a team of in-house
paints and coatings colour experts
and international design professionals

www.sasiwallpaper.co.za
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revealed that there was a need for open
air, connections to the great outdoors and
a fresh approach to everything.
Many events over the past two years
have thrown the social, economic and
environmental aspects of our lives into
sharper focus. We’re reassessing what
really matters: family, friends, home, and
the world around us.
“In 2022, Bright Skies™ will help us
embrace new ideas and shape a new future,”
says Heleen van Gent, Creative Director of
AkzoNobel’s Global Aesthetic Center. “The
colour reflects the limitless skies above us,
giving us the space to redefine the role of
our homes, nature, the arts and new voices
in our lives. As consumers look to express
themselves and transform their spaces, our
aim as colour experts is to inspire their
colour confidence.”
“A light and optimistic shade, Bright
Skies™ is a perfect way to bring a breath of
fresh air into any room. It’s also incredibly
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versatile, working alongside four different
complementary palettes to give any room
an instant sense of light and space, no
matter the size. The palettes make it easy
to choose and combine an array of soft
neutrals and joyful hues. They can be used
to define zones in multipurpose spaces,
bring a sense of nature indoors, create
a soothing atmosphere or encourage a
sense of unity,” says Dulux colour expert
Palesa Ramaisa.
The four CF22 palettes: The colours
that bring Bright Skies™ to life:
Workshop colours (kaleidoscope hues)
Multicoloured and joyful, this light,
bright palette is perfect for reinventing
the home, and zoning a multipurpose, doit-all space. Positive and complementary,
these tones make the functional fun.
Greenhouse colours (fresh naturals)
Made up of fresh greens, greys and
blues, this palette can make any room feel

in touch with the natural world. These are
colours that bring in the positive effects of
nature to create a vital space.
Studio colours (consoling tones)
Pale pinks, reds and oranges, these
warm, consoling shades can help turn any
space into a soothing sanctuary. Subtle
and inspiring, they can help us recharge
and escape the everyday.
Salon colours (airy neutrals)
Comprising soft whites and light
neutrals, this palette can help create the
perfect blank canvas. Fresh and unifying
tones, they can help create an open space
and a home that’s ready for anything.
For more information about the Colour
of the Year 2022, visit the webpage and
dw
follow #CF22 on social media.
www.dulux.co.za
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Dreamweaver
Studios

On the Terrace

New product release

E

xciting new Viroblock finish for
wallcoverings

JWall Tatami
Dreamweaver Studios is delighted
to introduce the new JWall Tatami
collection. This traditional woven effect
is reproduced in a vinyl wallcovering, for
a highly technical product with a strong
decorative impact. The final treatment
with Viroblock technology reduces the
ability for viruses and bacteria to survive
on the surface of the wallcovering.
JWall Tatami: inspiration
The JWall collection shines a spotlight
on Japan and the country’s traditional
décor style. The textures of the collection
are directly inspired by tatami, a type of
floor covering consisting of rectangular
panels of woven rush, hand-crafted
on a wooden loom. The company
embraces oriental aesthetics with an
innovative, technologically advanced
twist, to make the product suitable for
use on walls. Drawing on its experience
producing wallcoverings, Jannelli &
Volpi has replicated the artisanal weaving
techniques, using weft and warp, to create
effects ranging from simple geometric

shapes to highly complex
reminiscent of jacquard fabrics.

designs

Patterns, colour range and technical
specifications
The Tatami collection combines the
technical and textural features of vinyl
coverings with the aesthetic effect of
artisanal hand-weaving to produce a series
of designs ranging from simple patterns
to highly complex compositions. They
replicate these traditional weaves to create
a wide range of monochromatic palettes
and highly distinctive patterns - a complex
two-tone landscape design, a traditional
woven patchwork effect and the classic
stylised fan or Japanese sensu.
When it comes to colour, the collection
features four colour palettes. The more
natural palette is inspired by the cultivation
of the rush used to make tatami, and the
landscapes where this fibre is grown and
harvested. It features greens, ochres,
browns - warm and earthy natural colours.

The weight of this product, its technical
characteristics and certifications, and the
100 cm wide rolls, make this collection
particularly well-suited to contract
projects, with the option of offsetting
highly decorative patterns with more
neutral textures.
Viroblock antiviral treatment
The JWall Tatami collection is treated
using Viroblock, an antiviral and
antimicrobial technology that has proven
effective against the Coronavirus, reducing
viral load on the wallcovering in just a few
minutes (Antiviral efficacy test: ISO 18184).
Silver microcrystals and alveolar particles
are incorporated into the wallpaper,
which work to sanitise surfaces, rapidly
deactivating the virus and preventing it
from replicating. Developed by the Swiss
company HeiQ, the HeiQ Viroblock
NPJ03 (Viroblock) treatment was first
applied to fabrics used to make masks
and has since been adopted in many other
textile sectors, including wallcoverings,
thanks to the dedicated production process
developed by Janelli&Volpi. The aim is to
prevent the material surface from hosting
and contributing to the spread of harmful
viruses and bacteria, while helping reduce
the risk and speed of contamination and
transmission.
The brand: JWall
JWall by Jannelli&Volpi is a durable,
highly technical and textural line. A
heavy-weight product, and thanks to its
thickness, it is highly durable, making it
perfect for use in contract projects.
Available in Southern Africa from
Dreamweaver Studios.
www.dreamweaverstudios.co.za
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TERRACE

Goodland Wood Burning Hot Tub
Photo credit: Brit Gill

The Art of Pause - A
new brand of
Outdoor Living
Products
Vancouver, Canada

Goodland Wood Burning Hot Tub
Photo credit: Goodland

G

oodland, a new brand dedicated
to creating a line of designforward, immersive outdoor
living products, today launches its
first product: a wood-burning hot
tub. Founded by furniture maker and
designer, Craig Pearce, Goodland creates
well-designed, minimalist products for
cabin, cottage, or home.
Inspired by the power of everyday
rituals, each product at Goodland
is conducive to slowing down and
connecting
with
nature
through
stimulation of the senses and the delivery
of distinct experiences. By creating a
meaningful reason to pause, Goodland’s

Goodland Wood Burning Hot Tub and Brass Hand Shower
Photo credit: Brit Gill
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Goodland Wood Burning Hot Tub
Photo credit: Brit Gill

products encourage a slower, more
considered life. Each object in Goodland’s
line is thoughtfully created using a
minimalist aesthetic and deep attention
to detail. Ease of assembly, durability, and
sustainability are emphasized throughout
the collection.
Goodland’s first offering — a woodburning hot tub — has officially begun
accepting orders. Crafted in Canada
and designed to emphasize quality and
essentialism, the soaking tub is made
entirely from recyclable materials,
including aluminum, western red cedar,
and oak. Sustainability is top of mind,
and the tubs are an alternative to typical
hot tubs made of non-recyclable materials
that require the use of chemicals. Beyond
simply a hot tub, the wood-burning tub
celebrates the entirety of the experience —
gathering fallen branches, cutting wood,
heating the water — and the connection
with nature that’s involved.
“The products we’ve designed at
Goodland are about the experience,
not just the reward. It’s about creating
meaningful rituals that put the value on
pleasure over productivity, and enable us
to find pause and connection.” says Craig
Pearce, Goodland.
Goodland is Pearce’s newest venture
after establishing the successful home
furnishing brand, Union Wood Co, back
in 2009. “For so many of us, it’s easy to
let work and success take priority over
slowing down. Goodland was created
to encourage us all to find pause and
immerse ourselves in the natural world,

Goodland Wood Burning Hot Tub
Photo credit: Tristan Casey

Goodland Brass Hand Shower
Photo credit: Brit Gill
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which is something that we don’t do
enough of.”
At the intersection of good design,
nature, and connection, Goodland
is redefining outdoor living through
experiential objects that help us bridge
the connection between ourselves and
nature. Goodland’s upcoming line of
products includes bath accessories, an
outdoor oven, and a bird feeder, all set to
dw
launch in 2022.

Goodland Wood Burning Hot Tub
Photo credit: Goodland

Goodland - Brass Hand Shower
Photo credit: Thom Fougere
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Goodland Wood Burning Hot Tub
Photo credit: Brit Gill

Technical Specifications
•
Name: Wood Burning Hot Tub
•
Materials:
Marine
Aluminum,
Western Red Cedar
•
Dimensions: 40”W x 92”L x 28”H
(Seats a small family)
•
Heat Source: Wood Burning
•
Designer: Craig Pearce
•
Product Launch Date: Nov 1st, 2021
•
Price: $5795usd
www.hellogoodland.com

Goodland Wood Burning Hot Tub
Photo credit: Tristan Casey

Goodland - The Art of Pause
Photo credit: Brit Gill

Goodland - Brass Hand Shower
Photo credit: Thom Fougere
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World’s Best Building Products
2021 Announced
New York, United States

A

rchitizer,

the world’s leading
online platform for architecture,
announces the winners of the
2021 Architizer A+Product Awards,
the world’s largest awards programme
honouring the diverse products and
materials that contribute to inspiring
architecture today.
In a year of unprecedented social and
environmental challenges, the value of
thoughtful design, robust detailing, and
timeless materials is greater than ever.
The 2021 A+Product Awards Winners
highlight the crucial role products play
in the creation of great architecture
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and interiors, and in the realisation of
more beautiful and resilient spaces for
generations to come. 2021 Winners
include products by renowned brands
and emerging makers alike, among them:
•
Forust Vine 3D Wood Collection (by
Fuseproject)
•
Skycove (by Marvin)
•
Single Track Insulated Invisible
Frame (by Vitrocsa)
•
Fade Workspace System (by Pair)
•
Nikola Tesla Fit (by Elica Spa)
•
Caterpillar
(by
SteelMaster
Buildings)
•
Sticks (by Vibia)

The full list of winners can be found
at https://winners.architizer.com/2021/
Products/
“The A+Product Awards identify those
[brands] that are thinking holistically
about design - how it helps us in our
daily lives, showcases the latest thinking,
and highlights different approaches to
common problems.” Primo Orpilla,
Principal and Co-Founder, Studio O+A
Now in its fifth season, entries in
the A+Product Awards increased by
more than 20% over the prior year, a
sign that the COVID–19 pandemic

has not diminished the creative forces
driving the most dynamic brands in the
industry. The most innovative products,
materials, furniture, and lighting, across
37 categories, scooped the prestigious
A+Awards accolades. With submitting
brands from every corner of the planet,
this year’s Winners form a truly global
celebration of product design.
The A+Product Awards is the only
product awards programme designed
explicitly by architects, for architects. In
an intensive judging process by a panel
of specifying architects from over 50
of the world’s most sought after firms,

jurors evaluated products on key criteria
including: aesthetics,
performance,
and impact. The 2021 Jury includes
representatives from notable firms, such
as: Aecom, Foster & Partners, Gensler,
HDR, Olson Kundig, Perkins + Will,
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Kohn
Pedersen Fox, Woods Bagot, and more.
Of particular note, the 2021 Winners
have proven themselves to be truly
dynamic innovators. In the midst of
unprecedented challenges relating to
the environment and collective health,
designers and manufacturers responded
with countless pioneering products that

cater to the changing needs and issues of
today. From flexible workspace solutions
to energy-efficient urban lighting to
recycled and biophilic materials, winning
products have been crafted to improve
quality of life not just for the present day,
but for the long-term future of the planet.
“While functionality and longevity were
key factors in deciding the victors, the
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makers of these products have shown that
aesthetics need not be compromised; this
year’s winners are a stunning exhibition of
beautiful design.” Paul Keskeys, Content
Director, Architizer
The 2021 A+Product Awards also see
the return of The World’s Best Building
Products, an annual online compendium
of the world’s best architectural materials
and products, published by Architizer.
The book, which has featured winners like
Arper, Arktura, Bendheim, Cosentino,
Grohe, Flos, LG, Viking, and Vitrocsa,
is the year’s definitive product guide for
architects worldwide.
About the A+Awards
The Architizer A+Awards is the
world’s largest awards programme for
architecture and building-products,
celebrated by a global audience of 400+
million. The programme’s mission is to
nurture the appreciation of meaningful
architecture around the world, and to
champion its potential for a positive
impact on everyday life.
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About Architizer
Architizer’s core mission is to empower
architects. Through its inspiring content,
building-product marketplace, awards
programme, and vast online reach,
Architizer connects architects with the
tools they need to build better buildings,
dw
better cities, and a better world.
Key Dates:
•
Launch: May 10, 2021
•
Winners Announced: September 27,
2021
www.winners.architizer.com/2021/
Products/
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An 4000, Festival des Architectures Vives Montpellier 2021
Montpellier, France

A

n 4000,

festival jury prize winner
for the theme of transition
Each year in Montpellier,
since its founding in 2006, the Festival
des Architectures Vives is organized by
the Champ Libre association. The festival
is an architectural path for the general
public, who can discover or rediscover
unexpected places of urban heritage
– such as mansions and courtyards –
through installations created by teams of
architects around a chosen theme.
The FAV 2021’s theme was ‘Transition’,
approached from multiple perspectives:
ecological,
digital,
human,
and
environmental. It is around that last
perspective that Atelier AJO designed its
installation, An 4000, winner of the jury
prize.
An installation offering a vision of a
possible distant future
“An 4000. Visitors look into the mirror
and experience a future scenario. Upon
approach, their reflections fade down:
they no longer exist. Humanity is no
more. However, the planet continues to
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exist without them, as it did for 99.9%
of its history. Through a long transition,
and with an incredible capacity for
resilience, Nature proliferates infinitely
from all sides, absorbing any traces left by
Humanity on the ecosystem.”
A kinetic and interactive installation
The device is simple: a one-way mirror
facing a single mirror. The visitor, standing
behind the first mirror, experiences selfcontemplation. As the person moves
forward, it is no longer their own image
that they see, but rather the reflection
of the second mirror and the vegetation
mass located in the gap between the two
mirrors, reflected ad infinitum - a possible
vision of the space submerged in nature in
dw
2000 years’ time.
Data Sheet
•
Name of the project: An 4000
•
Place: Montpellier - France
•
Date: July 6-10, 2021
•
Architects: Alice Delattre / José
Roldán
•
Budget: 3300€TTC
•
Photographer: Paul KOZLOWSKI
©photoarchitecture
www.atelierajo.com
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Moment Factory and the Museum of
Science, Boston usher in a bold
new vision for augmented learning
experiences with Arctic Adventure

all ages and abilities transform into active
participants exploring what these tools
and processes reveal about climate change
through experiential learning.

Boston, United States

T

he Museum of Science, Boston
(MOS), one of the world’s largest
science centres, enlisted Moment
Factory to collaborate on the new
permanent exhibition Arctic Adventure:
Exploring with Technology. The opening
of the exhibition ushers in a bold new
vision for the cultural institution,
offering a first glimpse of the ten-year
transformation of its renowned Blue
Wing, the most ambitious renovation in
the museum’s 190-year history.
Arctic Adventure invites guests to
experience the arctic as polar explorers.
Visitors can traverse glaciers using
ground-penetrating radar, drill ice cores
to extract data about climate change, and
locate wildlife with satellite and drone
technology. Guests enter the exhibition
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through a cave made of real ice, which
opens onto a vast arctic tundra vista that
unfurls beyond, where sound, lighting,
interactive visuals, and set design bring
the environment to life. Overarching
art direction allows the content to be
creative and playful, yet explanatory and
educational, while generative, real-time
content creates the ever-shifting natural
rhythms of daylight, seasons, and the
weather.
The award-winning exhibition builds
on the Museum of Science’s belief that
everyone has a role to play in deepening
our shared understanding of science,
technology, and climate change. To fulfill
their goal of offering a transformational
learning environment, the Museum staff
challenged Moment Factory to help them

create a new paradigm for immersive,
interactive, and awe-inspiring museum
experiences. Arctic Adventure signals
a sea change to visitors by transporting
them to an environment unlike any
other they’ve previously experienced
at a museum. With opportunities to
interact with real technology, visitors of

Arctic Adventure features four distinct
zones, each of which foster unique
opportunities for intuitive learning:
•
The Polar Frontier: Visitors enter the
exhibition through a multi-sensory
ice cave, confronted by a touchable
wall of real ice that’s complemented
by digital windows into ice cave
habitats, such as that of the arctic fox.
Around the corner from this cave,
visitors experience a panoramic view
of the northern frontier, where they
can spot arctic wildlife and observe
changes in the environment.
•
The Animals Zone: In the next two
zones, visitors learn how to track
arctic land animals across an arctic
vista using satellite technology
and camera-equipped drones to
interpret animal behaviours as they
adapt to unprecedented warming.
Generative, real-time content powers
blizzards and storms that take over
the vista, inspiring an appreciation
of how extreme weather can make

•

arctic exploration more challenging.
An
underwater
hydrophone
listening station supports visitors
to differentiate the calls of animal
species as they watch them pass
below the ice beneath their feet.
The Ice Core Theater: As visitors move
forward in the experience, they learn

•

how to extract ice cores with drill rigs,
and how to analyze the millions of
years of history recorded in bubbles
of air trapped within the layers of ice,
discovering evidence about the health
and history of our climate.
The Arctic Navigation Zone: Visitors
must work in teams to safely traverse
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a virtual ice field while avoiding
losing their equipment (and
themselves!) in its deep crevasses.
Equipped with ground-penetrating
radar and satellite maps, visitors
apply real-life technologies and data
to reveal and evade the crevasses
that are hidden under the glacier’s
surface.
A reimagined learning experience
Arctic Adventure breaks the mould
of traditional museum exhibitions by
transforming the gallery space into a
believable arctic world where the sun rises
and sets, weather patterns change, and
animals migrate and change their coats
and behaviours in step with the seasons.
In this fully immersive environment,
guests are empowered to play an active
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role in the experience, where they not
only get to learn about technologies used
in the arctic, but actually get to use them.
By centring the design of the exhibit
around the visitor experience, Arctic
Adventure allows people to discover
and learn at their own pace. Instead of
overwhelming them with information,
the interactive exhibition design team
developed an approach that lets visitors
make their own decisions. Information
is segmented throughout the exhibit to
allow visitors to uncover the knowledge
and content organically throughout their
journey. With a variety of routes and
outcomes available to them, visitors can
feel in control of their experiences while
learning from them.
This interdisciplinary approach was
founded on three experiential pillars:

engage visitors through immersive
storytelling
techniques,
encourage
discovery using gamified exhibition
design, and empower visitors with handson experience manipulating technology.
Each of these pillars works together to
foster an emotional connection with the
exhibition content, while appealing to a
range of learning styles and visitor needs.
This approach leads to a more effective

and memorable educational experience
than those centred around the didactic
communication of scientific information.
Pushing the boundaries of exhibition
design
To create a living, breathing environment
that responds to visitors in real-time,
Moment Factory and the Museum
of Science’s exhibit design leadership
established a creative approach that blurred
the lines between the digital and physical
worlds. Inspired by video game storyworlds,
game-engine design, interactive technology,
and large-scale video projection, the
design teams created a dynamic and
immersive experience that pushes the
boundaries of museum exhibition design,
implementation, and operation.
The design process positioned
Moment Factory and the Museum as
partners and collaborators. With the
shared goal of making the exhibition as
multi-sensory and engaging as possible,
exhibit development involved extensive
prototyping, testing, and iterating an array
of cutting-edge light, sound, visual, and
interactive solutions. Guiding the concept
was the notion of “content exploded”,
achieved through the synchronisation
of sound, light, touch, vibration, and
temperature.

To keep the environment as immersive
as possible, care was taken to seamlessly
integrate hardware and controls into
the scenographic design. Energy and
environmental concerns were approached
as overall life-cycle, sustainability, and
hygiene priorities, through the use of
easy-to-clean equipment and long-life
systems programmed to automatically
power down at night.
As the first major new exhibition
unveiled
under
the
Museum’s
transformation plan, Arctic Adventure
serves as an inspiration and demonstration
zone to the institution’s guests, patrons,

and donors of the possibilities that can be
achieved in a museum setting. In addition
to unprecedented praise from museum
visitors, the exhibition has already
garnered numerous industry accolades,
including the 2021 IES Illumination
Award of Distinction for Interior Lighting
Design, and a 2021 Concours Idéa award
in the Digital Experience category. Other
major industry awards are scheduled to
dw
be announced in late 2021.
Photography credit: Moment Factory
www.momentfactory.com/work/all/all/
artic-adventure-immersive-exhibition
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Wisteria: Emotive
Intelligent
Architecture as an
Embodiment of
Human Emotion
and Cognition
Pullman, United States

LED lights embedded within the shrouds illuminate in concert with the movement of the
shrouds in colours determined by the emotions detected through bio-signals and a system of
smart watches and affective computing algorithms developed by the team.
Photo credit: Mona Ghandi, Nicole Liu, Mohamed Ismail

W

hat if our spaces could convey
information about unspoken
feelings and could be the
extension of mind and body? How can we
create a reciprocal relationship between
the human mind, body, and the built
environment, allowing them to shape one
another?
Wisteria is an extension of its visitors’
minds and bodies. It is an emotive
intelligent installation that performs
concurrent responses to people’s emotions,
based on biological and neurological data.
In this project, visitors can change the
colour and form of the installation using
their brains and emotions. We integrated
artificial intelligence (AI), wearable
technology,
sensory
environments,
and adaptive architecture to create an

The project contains both powered, and un-powered shrouds. The un-powered shrouds do not
contain SMA wire and do not change their shape. The powered shrouds are arranged in a pattern.
Photo credit: Mona Ghandi, Nicole Liu, Mohamed Ismail

Mapping biodata to seven distinct emotions (top), screenshots of the phone app (middle), installation colour and form changing based on detected emotions (bottom).
Photo credit: Mona Ghandi, Nicole Liu, Mohamed Ismail
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emotional bond between a space and its
occupants, and to effectively encourage
emotional interactions between the two.
Here, space is filled with a forest of
cylindrical fabric shrouds that suspend
from the ceiling. Upon sensing the
presence of an occupant, using a
programmable material (shape-memoryalloy), the shrouds begin to fluctuate,
expanding and contracting the volume
of the space in rhythm and sequence.
Embedded within each shroud is an LED
that activates with a breathing rhythm
synced with the actuation of the SMA.
The shrouds are arranged to create a
distinct spatial progression, and to bring
forth a heightened perception of scale and
awareness of oneself within the space.
Using Affective computing, or
“Emotion AI,” this project created a
cyber-physical space that blurs the
lines between the physical, digital, and
biological spheres. The atmospheric
qualities of the space are determined by
the occupant’s emotions, detected in realtime using smart wearable and affective
computing algorithms developed by
the team. This system translates a set of
biometrics (e.g. heart rate, skin electricity,
blood volume, and temperature) into
emotional categories, and changes the
shape, light, and colour of the space
accordingly to moderate the emotion. If
stress is detected, space begins to morph;
the ceiling rises and expands the interior
volume, colours brighten, and natural

This emotive interactive installation resulted in an immersive spatial experience that
grounds the visitors in moment and place, instilling feelings of presence and belonging.
Photo credit: Mona Ghandi, Nicole Liu, Mohamed Ismail

Top view showing the electrical system that is driven by the Arduino microcontrollers which
changes the lighting colour and length of the shrouds according to real-time detected emotions.
Photo credit: Mona Ghandi, Nicole Liu, Mohamed Ismail
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Immersive interaction of participants with the emotive installation. Installation colour
and form changing based on detected emotions in real-time.
Photo credit: Mona Ghandi, Nicole Liu, Mohamed Ismail

Interactive installation colour changing based on different detected emotions.
Photo credit: Mona Ghandi, Nicole Liu, Mohamed Ismail

air is introduced. In the process, an
empathetic bond is formed between host
and occupant. Wisteria uses real-time
emotions from neurophysiological data as
the agent of change in the environment.
Wisteria intends to behave as an
embodiment of human emotion in the
physical and built form. Utilising a merger
of advanced emotion detection systems
and smart programmable materials, a
new connection is revealed between host

Shroud details. 3D printed rings for shrouds that host the wires and LEDs
and connects the shrouds to the ceiling.
Photo credit: Mona Ghandi, Nicole Liu, Mohamed Ismail

and occupant. Within Wisteria, the user is
given agency and autonomy over the space
through which they traverse, shedding
light on the potential of future integrations
between architecture and artificial
intelligence. Wisteria can be used to express
and solicit emotions through nonhuman
representation, becoming an effective tool
for the communication of emotions.
Wisteria illustrates how spaces can
serve as an interface with emotions. The

result is an immersive spatial experience
that gives the user a key role by activating
the space upon their involvement.
Users are given an indication of their
emotional and physiological states, and
thus a tool to enhance, mitigate, or simply
become aware of their emotions. This
installation demonstrates how spaces can
be controlled through users’ thoughts
and feelings, becoming living organisms
with lifelike behavior learned from users,
and responding to their needs in realtime. Within this project lies a singular
objective; to reconcile the relationship
between humans and architecture,
and to redefine this relationship as
one of emotional empathy and active
dw
compassion.
Technical sheet
•
Project Team:
•
Design: Mona Ghandi, Mohamed
Ismail, Shanle Lin, Aisha Marcos
Fabrication: Mohamade Ismail,
Shanle Lin, Marcus Blaisdell
•
Programming
&
Electrical:
Marcus Blaisdell, Sal Bagaveyev
Cinematography:
Nicole
Liu,
Mohamed Ismail
www.morphogenesislab.com

A mobile app presents real-time changes in biosignals and detected emotions, including a feature
for tracking the user’s history of emotional data. An interior view showing real-time communication
between detected emotions displayed on the phone app and the resulting spatial effect.
Photo credit: Mona Ghandi, Nicole Liu, Mohamed Ismail

The LED lights in the shrouds, evenly
diffused, creating different lighting effects
based on different emotions.
Photo credit: Mona Ghandi, Nicole Liu,
Mohamed Ismail
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Real time emotion-cognition-space interaction.
Photo credit: Mona Ghandi, Nicole Liu, Mohamed Ismail

Interior view showing interaction between occupants and the installation, exhibiting changes
in shroud length and the colour of the space-based on detected emotion in real-time.
Photo credit: Mona Ghandi, Nicole Liu, Mohamed Ismail
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Jon Ching ©

Jon Ching Art

Jon Ching ©

J

on is a self-trained artist originally
from Kaneohe, Hawaii who currently
lives and works in Los Angeles,

Jon Ching ©

Jon Ching

California. Steeped in the natural beauty
of O’ahu, Hawai’i, his island upbringing
instilled in him indigenous lessons of
appreciation and respect for nature,
forming the foundation of his fascination
with the natural and wild world, which
deeply influences and drives his current
work.
Jon’s devoted art practice and
detailed realism is inspired by the
interconnectedness of nature. His work
is a surreal imagining of what limitless
wonders and combinations nature can
produce. New creatures and symbioses
emerge in his meticulously rendered
oil paintings, exemplifying the endless
potential of life on Earth through
metaphor and allegory.
Jon’s ultimate hope is to inspire love
and admiration for the universally unique
beauty and intrigue of our planet. He
regularly works to bring awareness of
endangered species, the current mass
extinction crisis and climate change, and
continues to partner with environmental
organisations in fundraising and
educational efforts.
In 2021 be became a proud member
of the Trekell Art Supplies Pro Team, his
dw
favorite brush maker.

Jon Ching ©

Jon Ching ©

Jon Ching

www.jonchingart.com
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The Living Lantern
North District, Taiwan

A

s 
Covid-19 spread throughout
2020, governments, businesses,
and individuals around the world
undertook unprecedented measures akin
to wartime efforts. Countries have been
put into lockdown, schools closed, events
cancelled, factories shuttered, millions
told to work from home, and emergency
funds released. No economic cost has
been too big to stem the spread of the
disease. Coronavirus is proving that it is
possible to make dramatic changes and
economic sacrifices to save lives.
NEON and Frankie Boyle Studio wanted
to collaborate on a project that illustrated
the responsiveness of humankind, and
how we are capable of adapting to change
and working together when we face new
situations. The resultant project has been
designed to be inviting, to offer a sense
of hope and joy, and to activate public
spaces that have recently been quiet and
felt unsafe.
This project is called “The Living
Lantern”. Lanterns are a universal symbol
of brightness, transcendence, and
guiding light. In various cultures, they
are viewed as symbols of love, wisdom,

The Living Lantern in Brisbane, Australia
Photo credit: Sarah Marshall

and illumination, and also symbolize the
inner light that guides the soul through
periods of darkness with the promise of a
new day. Lanterns remind us of our ability
to find our way in the world and speak to
our innate inner strength.
About The Living Lantern
“The Living Lantern” is a kinetic and
light installation. It has a dynamic, wind
responsive outer membrane that opens
and closes to filter the light from its core.
Visitors are invited to spend time observing
an object in constant transformation. This
project has a meditative effect, as the
structure is constantly evolving according
to interaction between the wind-powered

movement and the animated light
sequences.
The artwork has two “modes”. During
the day, the visitor can experience a
version where the artwork’s timber
materiality is expressed. In the evening,
when it’s dark, the artwork is activated
with light, much like a real life lantern.
The Living Lantern employs a kinetic
mechanism that NEON have used in a
number of previous projects (for example
Shiver House). The component used is
constructed of Koskisen Thin Plywood,
which is counterweighted with a steel nut
and bolt. The mechanism used means that
the component sits horizontally when
there is no wind, but lifts up or down

The Living Lantern in Brisbane, Australia
Photo credit: Sarah Marshall
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The Living Lantern in Hsinchu, Taiwan
Photo credit: Archicake

when there is a breeze to close up the
structure.
On the lighting used in the artwork,
Frankie Boyle of Frankie Boyle Studio
said: “I felt strongly that the light should
reflect and build upon the personality
of the Lantern’s breathing membrane.
The light sequences have been designed
to evoke a meditative state in the viewer
in a similar way to when we observe a
candle flicker over time. With this in
mind, rather than having a noticeable
beginning and end, the sequences on
the Living Lantern are abstract and in
constant transformation. This approach
means that people are able to spend as
much or as little time with the artwork

as they choose. We purposely decided
not to make the lighting interactive or
responsive. Instead, it is designed to act as
a portal for the viewer to access their own
inner world.
“From a technical standpoint, the
lighting for the Lantern was developed
on a volumetric platform that allowed
sequences to appear to be moving threedimensionally around the sculpture. This
dramatically changes the appearance of
the lantern, but also the environment
surrounding it as it is bathed in coloured
light” said Frankie Boyle.
From the outset, the Living Lantern was
designed to be a tour-able artwork. With
this in mind, the frame for the project

The Living Lantern in Hsinchu, Taiwan
Photo credit: Archicake

was developed using CNC technology,
which offers precision and accuracy and
allows parts to be replaced with ease. This
approach meant that the artwork could be
designed from a series of components that
fit together like a jigsaw on site, allowing

The Living Lantern in Brisbane, Australia
Photo credit: Pixel Frame
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The Living Lantern in Brisbane, Australia
Photo credit: Pixel Frame

The Living Lantern in Hsinchu, Taiwan
Photo credit: Archicake

The Living Lantern in Brisbane, Australia
Photo credit: Sarah Marshall

The Living Lantern in Brisbane, Australia
Photo credit: Pixel Frame

The Living Lantern in Brisbane, Australia
Photo credit: Sarah Marshall

The Living Lantern in Brisbane, Australia
Photo credit: Pixel Frame

The Living Lantern in Hsinchu, Taiwan
Photo credit: Archicake

for it to be installed and uninstalled with
relative ease. Engineers Elliott Wood were
engaged to help refine the frame for the
artwork and to ensure it is structurally
sound in an external environment.
The Living Lantern was shown for the
first time in Brisbane, Australia as part of
the Word Science Festival and Curiocity,
a 17-day festival that celebrates science,
technology, engineering, arts, and maths
(STEAM). The project is currently on
show in Hsinchu City, Tawain as part
of the Taiwan Light Festival (formerly
the Taiwan Lantern Festival, which
was rearranged due to Covid-19), and
will then appear at numerous locations
worldwide as part of a 5-year global tour.
“Since the emergence of Covid-19, we
have collectively lived through a profound
period of uncertainly and anxiety. We
hope that the ever changing nature of
the Living Lantern might draw people in,
inviting contemplation, reflection, and
daydreams.” said Mark Nixon of NEON.
This project was kindly supported by
dw
Koskisen Thin Plywood.
Technical data
•
Architects: NEON
•
Light Artist: Frankie Boyle Studio
•
Engineers: Elliott Wood
•
Fabricators: Iceworks / Durasystems
•
Lighting Fabrication and Programming: Show Binary
•
Sponsors: Koskisen Thin Plywood
•
Photography: Sarah Marshall / Pixel
Frame

The Living Lantern in Brisbane, Australia
Photo credit: Sarah Marshall
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www.neon.uk/#/the-living-lantern/
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Banu Restaurant
Zhengzhou Shi, China
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Banu Restaurant
Zhengzhou Shi, China

T

he Banu Restaurant design project includes the replacement
of the interiors and façade of a 2100 sq m building in
Zhengzhou China. As the Flagship restaurant for a growing
and innovative franchise, it was important to the client that the
project create a recognisable landmark along the main axis road, and
that it be welcoming to the community.
The design sought to honour Banu, the riverman’s history, by creating
a space formed from a natural, yet turbulent flow, marked by the
sinuous lines of rope pull lattices. The design first breaks down the
large-scale, and orthogonal structural grid of the existing building,
reframing the space into a fluidly organised system with a series
of sculptural cones shaped for private dining and open kitchens.
Additionally, two vertical conical voids are introduced at the lobby
and the main seating area to tie two dining levels together. A third
strategy involved the design of an organic lattice ceiling that varies
throughout. By varying the density, height, and size, we were able to
transform the transparency of the ceiling panels, creating a sense of
depth to the space as you move through it.
The interior design elements were extended to the exterior façade,
which is heightened at the entry and connected along the ceiling,
providing continuity between the exterior and interior envelopes.
Through unifying the interior and exterior, the effect is a constantly
changing dynamic to the street, where the public is enticed to view
and join in the activities of the restaurant.

Banu Restaurant Long Section
Photo credit: Studio Link-Arc
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Banu Restaurant Axon Drawing
Photo credit: Studio Link-Arc

Banu Restaurant Wall Section
Photo credit: Studio Link-Arc
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Project Credits
•
Project Year: 2018-2019
•
Area: 2100 sq m
•
Client: Banu Hotpot Restaurant Co., Ltd
•
Chief Architect: Yichen Lu, Ted Kane(Kane AUD)
•
Project Team: Sanhoi Lam(Kane AUD), Vivianna Wang,
Mariarosa Doardoz
•
Lighting Design: Chen Chen
•
Photo credit: Qingshan Wu
About Studio Link-Arc
Based in New York City, Studio Link-Arc, LLC is an international
team of architects and designers. Link-Arc refers to the practice’s
collaborative nature, as well as its mission, which is to work across
disciplines in order to create strategy and design in the fields of
urban planning, architecture, spatial art, and landscape. The studio
accomplishes this by linking knowledge, resources, and intelligence
from multiple perspectives and diverse backgrounds.
The firm’s body of work includes innovative projects of all scales.
The relationship between architecture and context is viewed
as an opportunity to create new context, and a new nature and
understanding of the world. Through research, Studio Link-Arc
uncovers the essential truths unique to each project, and uses those
truths to create concepts and to shape form. They endeavour to
create refined works of architecture and to create spaces that promote
contemplation and imagination, while providing quiet satisfaction
dw
through the simple act of occupation.
www.link-arc.com
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Guilin Lebei Homestay Hotel
Guilin, China
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Guilin Lebei
Homestay Hotel
Guilin, China
The project is located in Guilin, Guangxi, a famous scenic tourist
city. The climate is mild and pleasant, with lush trees and a small
river flowing through the site, alongside which the hotel is located.
Based on the local climate and environment, creating an immersive
accommodation experience close to nature has become the main goal
of the design.
The history of the hotel can be traced back to ancient civilisation. It
is a kind of shelter with a wide view and practicality, while avoiding
danger. We applied the concept into the project, enabling visitors
to have a closer relationship with nature. The building is raised to
a height of five metres. The elevated building is light and interesting
and is thus able to have the widest view. At the same time, the height
of the treehouse is aligned with the tree canopy. Looking out of the
window, there are lush trees, giving people the experience of moving
through the jungle.
There are 13 units, each with different forms, areas, and shapes, each
with an area of approximately 27 square metres. The main activity
area is concentrated on the first floor, and the second floor uses the
triangular space to create a crawling space where children can play.
For the other apartment types, the children’s bedroom is located on
the second floor, with the first floor as the public area and bedroom
for adults. This area is approximately 45 square metres. Indoors, the
first and second floors are connected by climbing ladders that allow
children to play in the room.
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Type B and Type C use an outdoor slide to connect the second floor
and the first floor in order to provide a place for children to entertain.
Type D has an artificial thatched roof, curved, with a natural feeling.
Unit E uses wooden slats as the façade, spliced to form an ellipse in a
unique and childlike style.
Along the winding and floating deck roads, you find the houses
in different positions. At the same time, the wooden deck road
is connected to the second floor of the inn, leading people to the
dining room area. On the deck road, we set up slides, slings, and
other entertainment facilities, which are connected to the grond level
garden vertically, and where children can for children to play. At the
same time, there is a leisure space for viewing, allowing people to
relax and gaze out through the treetops. The overhead of the trestle
bridge and hotel allows the ground floor to be saved to the maximum,
reducing the impact on the surroundings, and also creating a free
panoramic garden. Under the shelter of surrounding buildings and
dw
trees, it is also cool and comfortable in summer.
Technical sheet
•
Project Type: Hotel
•
Project location: Guilin, Guangxi
•
Built status: Completed building area: 608.01 sqaure metres
•
Owner: Sunac (Beijing) Cultural Tourism Planning Research
Institute Co., Ltd.
•
Design time: March 2019-July 2020
•
Completion time: June 2021
•
Design unit: aoe project team
•
Lead Architect: Wen Qun Design Team: Jiahan Liang, Liuqing
Liu, Jianxin Li, Ruixue Fan
•
Photography credit: Runzi Zhu
www.aoe-china.com
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Yangliping Performing
Arts Center
Dali, China
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Roofscape and outdoor theatre
Photo credit: Jin Weiqi

The Performing Arts Center at sunset
Photo credit: Jin Weiqi

Yangliping
Performing Arts
Center

View from outdoor theater to roof ramp
Photo credit: Jin Weiqi

Outdoor theatre
Photo credit: Zhang Yao

Dali, China
Situated between the Cang mountain chain, rising 4,000 metres
in height, and 40 kilometre-long Lake Erhai, the city of Dali was
a significant stop on the ancient tea and horse road, and is now
an important tourism destination. The old town has largely been
preserved and still has some remains of the historic city wall and gate
towers.
Inspired by the powerful surrounding landscape, Zhu Pei searched
for landscape-related references to solve the architectonic challenges
for the Performing Arts Center. A widely cantilevered rectangular
roof spans across a built landscape of free-flowing indoor and
outdoor spaces, some of which can be combined as an interacting
spatial system. As with mountains and valleys, the strong shape of
the roof reflects the more organic landscape below and points to the
old Chinese principle of yin and yang, where two opposites combine
together to form a whole. Formally expressed as organic-shaped hills,
the partly sunken spaces transform into a natural garden landscape,
promising a high experiential quality that extends inside to the public
theatre.
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Datasheet Programme
Theatre; Amphitheater; Rehearsal hall / Multi-functions hall; Café/
Tea/Restaurant; Design shop; Office; Loading and back of house
function.

•
•

About Studio Zhu-Pei
Founded in 2005 in Beijing, Studio Zhu-Pei is one of the leading
Chinese architecture firms focusing on cultural projects. Studio ZhuPei is recognized for its experience and its ability to blend forms,
space, and light with great contextual sensitivity, and to utilise the
unique qualities of each project to create a concept-driven design.
The studio specializes in the seamless integration of new projects into
contexts with particular natural, cultural, and historical importance.

Design: 2014-2015
Completion Year: 2020
Area: 8,155sqm
Architecture, Interior and Landscape Design: Studio Zhu-Pei
Design Principal: Zhu Pei
Lead Designer: Edwin Lam, Shuhei Nakamura
Project in Charge: Virginia Melnyk
Design Team: You Changchen, Han Mo, He Fan, Liu Ling, Wu
Zhigang, Gary Poon, Ke Jun, Wang Peng, Wang Zheng, Ding Xinyue,
Feng Chaoying, Chen Yida, Han Yi, Lin Wendi, Du Yao
Consultants
•
Theatre: dUCKS scéno, Creative Solution Integration LTD.
•
Structure: Professor Fu Xueyi, Master of National Engineering
Survey and Design
•
MEP: CCDI
•
Façade: Shenzhen Dadi Facade Technology CO., LTD.
•
Lighting: Ning Field Lighting Design CO., LTD.
•
Acoustic: China IPPR International Engineering CO., LTD.
•
Client: Dali Yang Liping Grand Theatre Co., LTD

Teahouse
Photo credit: Jin Weiqi
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Construction: The Third Construction CO., LTD. of YCIH
Photography: Jin Weiqi, Zhang Yao

Studio Zhu-Pei’s design philosophy is focused on Nature Architecture,
which explores the importance and relations between the root that
deeply grounds the work into a specific nature and culture, and
innovation that defines the revolutionary thinking of the architecture.
Zhu Pei, Hon. FAIA is the founder and principal designer of the
studio. He is the Dean, and a professor, of the Central Academy of Fine
Arts’ School of Architecture. He has taught as a visiting professor at
Harvard University, and an adjunct professor at Columbia University.
He was a jury member of the Mies van der Rohe Award in 2011.
dw

www.studiozhupei.com/show/?id=168&page=1&siteid=2
Roofscape and outdoor theatre
Photo credit: Jin Weiqi

Outdoor theatre and outdoor performance space
Photo credit: Jin Weiqi
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TAIL OF
THE DOG

To Life

T

his spring a little black-eyed
Bulbul built her nest in one of
the tall plants in the passage
outside my flat. She tried using a
light fitting to begin with, but the
cleaning lady whisked that attempt
away. Mrs Bulbul and her mate had
roosted all winter in the open space
between the curtain wall windows
and the ceiling. They snuggled up
to each other every night next to the
Fire Escape sign.
The nest, a neat bowl, was the next
resting place. Clever bird, I thought, a
quiet area, wind free, storm protected,
with only the occasional human
nearby. We persuaded the Body
Corporate to stop the spring painting
programme outside my flat till the
chicks had fledged, which they kindly
agreed to do.

www.designingways.com

Mrs B sat for days, a couple of weeks,
then her two babies hatched. A flurry
of activity followed, with parents
feeding the permanently gaping pink
beaks. The chicks grew, and to start
with, kept a low profile below the edge
of the nest between parental feeding
visits. They then became more
curious, and their little heads and
beady black eyes were on the lookout
for the next food delivery. After each
one, mum would carefully clean out
the nest.
Then – drama – one of the chicks
fell or semi-flew out of the nest and
could not get back. It lumbered up
and down the passage, flying up
against the windows. I came out to
see what all the fuss was about, and
was divebombed by a furious parent,
who then sat above my head yelling

at me to get away. Message received,
I retreated, but saw the chick had
made it to the edge of a slightly open
window. When I looked again, it had
gone, and the nest was empty. I
hoped both fledglings made it to the
trees outside, and were still in the
care of their parents.
This was a small thing, but such a lifeaffirming event. We, the residents of
the sixth floor, followed each stage
of their development, and quietly
greeted the parent on the nest as we
went by. I now check the space by the
Fire Escape sign each night, maybe
there will be four little birds there, who
knows. The Hebrew toast that comes
to mind is so appropriate – L’Chaim
– To Life.
Gill Butler

BRIGHT IDEAS

JOY OF
LIVING

LIVE IN ROOMS

FULL OF LIGHT
KARE stands for sophisticated design,
focussing on high quality materials, while being guided by
the motto that good taste does not have to go hand in hand
with exorbitant prices. KARE Design has become a globally recognized brand that creates
designer furniture, lights and décor, incorporating the trend-setting use of wood, metal and
glass, combined with innovative forms and shapes as well as a multitude of styles. The aim
of the brand’s creators is not only to seduce the senses aesthetically, but above all to
promote a high-class lifestyle, accessible to an ever-growing number of recipients.

SURPRISE YOUR
HOME THIS CHRISTMAS

KARE Johannesburg • 20 Archimedes Road, Kramerville, Sandton, 2090 • Tel 087 742 2264 / 5 • www.kare-johannesburg.co.za
@KAREJohannesburg

@kare_ johannesburg

KARE Johannesburg • 20 Archimedes Road, Kramerville, Sandton, 2090 • Tel 087 742 2264 / 5 • www.kare-johannesburg.co.za
@KAREJohannesburg
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E GLOBAL FAVOURITE IN WINDOW DECORATION

PROTECTING YOUR HOME LIKE A REALLY,
REALLY GOOD-LOOKING SECURITY GUARD.
ShutterGuard® Shutters not only lend a sophisticated look to any window or door, they also provide highend security when closed. They’re rustproof, available in custom colours and are backed by a 10-year
warranty. The perfect way to finish off a home stylishly and, importantly, securely. *Ts and Cs apply.
SHUTTERGUARD ® ALUMINIUM SECURITY SHUTTERS

0861-1-TAYLOR (829567)
www.taylorblinds.co.za
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